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COMMITTEE OF TIIE WHOLE

7 8th GENERAL ASSEMBLY

November 1973

PRESIDING OFEICZR (SENATOR WEAVER):

First Special Session will come to order. Yhe

Chair.recognizes Senator Ozinga. Excuse me...

SENATOR OZINGA:

Well, Mr...

PRESIDING OPFICER (SENATOR WEAVERII

Mr. Secretary did you have something? Reading

of the Journal. n .cournal, Senator Soper. moves

that we dispense with the reading of the Journal,

accept the typewritten copy. Senator Soper moves we

dispense with the reading of the Journal until the

arrival of the printed copy. A11 in favor signify by

saying aye. Opposed nay. Motion earries. .a.ozinga.

SENATOR OZINGA;

Well, Mr-. Chairman, Mr. Presidentr I move that the

Senate do uow resolve itself into...committee of the

Whole for the purpose of hearing 'the whole ethies problem.

PRESIDING OFFICER (SENATOR WEAVER):

A1l in favor siqnify by saying aye. Opposed nay.

Motion carries. ...ozinga.

CHAIHV N:

Members of the Senate: at the time of our recess last

week,we lpft I believe three people that were to be heard

in the following order. One was DeWitk Gilpin of Evanston,

Illinois from the UAW, Legislative Director. Donna Schiller

Df Highland Park with the League of Women Voters and J.

Terrence Brupner of Chicago, Bettér Government Association.

A f those three people here present? Theydre a11re any o

here. A1l right. Will we bring up the first witness?

. . .DeWitt G1lP1n. Yes, Senator Donnewald.

SENATOR DONNEWALD :

. ..Mrs. Schiller will not be here however the *wo

remaining wltnesses that I had requested are



1. here and ar+ ready to testify. ' i
2. CHAIRMAN:

3. p.asenator, would you have thel fill out the slips
4. so we'll know who they are?, Okay. Very good. Fine.

-5. Then our first witness now is going to be Mr. Gilpin.

6 . '. llight? Mr.. Gilpin .

7. cILPzN:

8. Mr. chairman and friendp of the UAW, first of all

9. z.d just like to briefly explain that the UAW'S posikion '

l0. in support of senate Bills l through 5 has a certain back-

l1. ground. The UAW has always supported disclosure and ethics

l2. legislation. And in fact shortly after your last Session

l3. began, we held a legislative conference in Springfield to &

14. reaffirm that position, made it public and I think mailed

l5. our position on it to a nnmher of leaders of the Senate
.

l6. so I'm here today on behalf of the UAW and its community

' l7. action program council and its President UAW Regional Director

' 1B. Robert Johnson reaffirming our support on specifically

l9. singling out senate Bills 1 through 5. Now, there are a '

20. number of House and Senate Bills proposing legislation on 
x

21. disc'losure and ethical matters and I'd like tonumerous
$

22. say if it came to that theydre all acceptable to the UAW '

23. as preferable to kihat we have which is a vacuum but SB 1

:4 ' ' ' '. covering election contributions and income disclosure we

25. regard these as the key bills of the Legislative'package

26. and the UAW places top priority on their passage. Now this

. 27. is against the background of our UAW position connected with

28. Federal elections. w: beli.eve that public (inancing of
29. Federal elections is a proper thing and a comlng thing.

30. we would hope that could also be developed at a State level

31. and Eenator Mccarthy and some of the state Representatives

32. have introduced legislation which would establish a

33. pilot program on thqt and the state. We would certainly ,

. !
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1. welcome thét development but we feel whates ilminent

2. .w.what has a chance of passage in this Session kould

3. be the Income Disclosure and Ethics Legislation as a

4. start. Now, we've looked at the other legislaiion and
5. we want to say that on balance the Democratic sponsored

6. bills more..enearly meet UAW objectives, but khere is
7. one of the Republican proposals that we think is more

8. realistic and that's specifically the proposal in their bills

9. to require return receipting and reporting of al1 con-

l0. tributions over a $100 rather than the $50 figure pro-'

ll. posed in the Democratic sponsored legislation
. We feel

l2. to have $50 as the cutoff point would disgourage the small
*

l3. contributor and we don'k think that that's the purpose of '

l4. this type of legislation . We would also,'as far as the UAW

l5. is concerned like to see a limit put on the amount that an

l6. individual, an organization of business o'r an association '

l7. can contribute, the objective here. being to prevent one
l8. sector of the society from overloading the campaign till

.

' l9. And I think if youell check your records you'll find that

20. in any campaicn the percentage conkributed by labor as the '
A

2l. total amount of funds contributed to that campaign
, whether

22. it's the committee to Reelect the President or a local

23. committee that only a very, very small percentage of the

24. total comes from labor organizations. Now. the Senate Bill' l

25. proposes the registration of all political action committees

26. and defines them. . ..Have a couple of points on that..wwe.

27. would have no objection to registering our commietees, wo .

28. have no objection to the bookkeeping, we've learned to live
29. under special laws directed at labor which don't apply to

30. the rest of the community. The Taft-Hartley LaW. The

31. Land and criffith Law and all those required éisclosure
32 '* and reporting and our books are open to the Government upon

33. request on these questions at al1 times and if business and

g '$
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farm,organizakiops and other groups are willing to go

along with the proposed reqistration of the conditions

set up certainly the UAW is willing to do so too. But

I khink khere ought to be a safeguard abouk no* getting

into the question of opening the total books if a business

organization has a political ackion committee, I think

properly under the recording procedure a1l that the State

Body administering this law should be concerned about is

how much General Motor or IT&T put into that campaign com-

mittee and not having access to the tokal books of the .

corporations of the union. 3ut if the intent of the law

is interpreted to mean that all the books are open cer-
v

' 

'

tainly the labor movement is prepared to go along with it.

think you're going to find your greates: resistance in

the business çommunity to the question of total opening of

books on this question. Also like to raise the question

with you that: if therels just a s/ngle committee that sets
' 

didate and that's the only comxittee,up to help elect a can

is it necessary to have that committee report all its

contributions, let's say if that committee only raised a

thousand dollars, theydre people in the senate and tbe

House of Representakives çet elected with relatively small

amounts of money contributed to their committee and if you

have a ceiling or a floor in terms of repottinq a11 tbat

would be necessary would be for such a committee if you had

that kind of a ceiling to report to the State that it had

raised less than a thousand or tvo' dollars that its books

were open to supervision at the rqquest of the committee

administering the 1aw but the reporting of all contributions

it seems to me under that kind of conmittee setup really

isn't getting at the point beeause nobody is g8ing to

influence anybody for a committee that raised a thousand

dollars or if youpre talking' about other areas perhaps the

figure should be two thousand. We would also like to have
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a more effective. income disclosure proeedure and we

think this could be done by making public, 50th income

and income tax statements Pnce a yeRr. We thihk dis-

l sure after you get elected is as important a's thec o

process of getting elected, but the poin: I want to make

is that, despite our ideas and despite the ommissions

of the changes wp think mighk be in the billsy the UAW

believes that our main thrust and what we should say to

you and challenge you to call our bluff if you don't think

we mean it, is that we want the legislation passed and'we

are opposed to talking it to death or amending it to death

or pigeonholing it under the guise of seeping perfection
because one Small stride..otoward Camelot beats nothing

in this case. Welre starting from nothihg we have to get

something on the books and I'd like to tell you unequivocally

that if it comes to SB 1 or even the Repùblican bill in

terms of what Ifye read about it: if it comes to that or

nothing thç :AW'S prepared to support either or both, but

our preference is for sn NoTf, again just so you don't

think welre Johnny Come Lately's on this question, the UAW

has this long record of always supporting this kind of

lesislation and all of our contributions to candidates to

both of the political parties in Illinois and Eheir can-

didates have been in conformity with the 1aw and our union

constitution and welve always followed al1 existing leader...

leqal disclosure regulations particularly those covering Fed-

eral candidates and any and a11 expenditures were approved by

the proper elected officials entrusted With such authority

by membership vote and their action was duly reported to

subordinate bodies. And I might add that our right'to

i ' tldo th s and carry on this type of a program was recen y

challenged in Federal Court in a suit brought challenging our

right to conduct tbese kind of political action programs

5



j' .

1. and the material we produced and the records we produced

. 2. convinced Judge Bauer that the UAW'S political action

3. program was effective: was open, was honesk and was legal

4. under law. So I say the fairer you make the political

5. game and the tougher you make the rules against undue in-

6. fluence, cheating and conflicts of interest the better the

' 7. UAW'S going to like it. That's khat our membership wanks

: 8. and we're dependent upon them to stay in the political

9. business and that any law that reduces the influence of
:

' 

.

. l0. money in politics and increases the influence of peoplq in

ll. politics contributes to a reaffirmation of faith in our

l2. democratic processes. rurther, any law that would help

l3. prevent a repetition of the charges and countercharges ,

14. that resulted from the raising of campaign funds in

15. Illinois in tbe 1972 election would certainly improve the
l6. credentials of all future candidates. We don't think how-

l7. ever that this issue of where'the money came from in 1972

l8. should be used as 'a red herring to delay or obscure or

. l9. becloud khe necessity of legislation this trip. I think

20. khat all the candidates in 72 generally raised their funds in '
N

21. a conventional way and what really caused all the excitement

22. was that Dan Walker got elected. Now I want to point out
' 23. to you that nobody is asking the losers where the money came

24. from and we contributed money to Republican and Democratic .

25. candidates. We're proud of having done that. We have no

26. objection if those candidates want to say what Zhe amount

27. of the contribution kas, like Attorney General Bill Scokt

' 28. did the other day when he spoke tp you, but we think that

29. that's primarily their decision to make and if and when any

30. candidate wants to say this is what the UAW contributed to I
I3l. my campaign, we certainly have no objection to that. But

32. wedàe certainly no: qoing toyyou know try to legislate purity
k and l33

. or ethics retroactively and say everybody has to go bac

6 .
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get clean about 1972 before we can have legislation

this time. I khink that our people were rather àmazed

about the fact that the Senate faile' d to pass qhis leqis-

lation durinc the last Session after it came over here

from Ehe House and I think a repeat of such an

ackion...would be incredible and I think you have to

veigh that againit the political temper of the times

and Ifve heard a lot about no mail from home and

everybody is apathetic on this question, but I would cite,

that you know politics has a great faculty for accelerating

in this day and age and there been some tremendous political

developments in the last six.months that no one would have

bet would have been possible six months ago and I think

that you can creatc another one of these political fire

storms in Illînois if you don't act on this this tine and
certainly the DAW wouldn't be .doing its duty if we didn'k

try to fàn the flqmes of indignatfon if that happened. So,

again repeating werre for legislation. I think the question

is that the leaders of the Senate and the House want to

get together, I think a consultation with business and

labor groups would be qood if it's a1l done from the view-

poin: of getting the legislakion passed. If it's done

from the viewpoint of stalling it, we don't want any part

of ite but again I'm saying that whatever ethics and dis-

closure legislation comes before this Senate that meets

the fundamental requirements of disclosure and ethics the

UAW would certainly welcome the passage of that lav and

certainly would support it. Thank you very much Mr. Chairman.

CHAIRFMN:

Are there any questions of Mr. Gilpin? Senator Glass.

SENATOR GLASS:

I have just a couple of questions and I...one of them
may not apply to any of these bills but it does pertain to

7



1.

4.
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an earlier part of your staEement.owand that is regard. . .

with regard to the çovernment financing of campaigns. I

think you indicated that the.UAW favors this...how would you

rom se to keep frivolous c'andidates out of the races ?P

Would you just let anyone in and anybody that wanted to

run would have access to the government funds?

GILPIN:

Well, think khe...I think that's an important

question and I'm not going to try to deal with it

frivolously if I don't have an answer, but I think you

have to approach the checkoff public financinc in that

direckion currently based on.the present political parties

and I think a party or an individual would have to'qualify

based on a petition or a recorded vote in the last election

in order to qualify for a checkoff in the formula could or

should be worhed out on that basis.

SENATOR GLASS:

I...with...with respeet to the UAW and maybe you can

enlighten me on khis 1...1 frankly don't know, does the

UAW make contributions itself or does it have a political

action committee? ...Or a political action fund from

which these contributions are made?

GILPIN:

Yes, we do. As you know, any money We donatc to a

Federal candidate has to be free money that is voluntarily .

contributed by our members under solicitation. We then

have a separ4te fund and we are set up on a State basis

where the per capitaz a part of the per capita paid by

the Illinois locals is diveried for political action and

community action programs and it is out of àhis fund that

we màke donations to city and state and county candidates and

also carry on community activiti.es .

SENATOR GLASS : .- -.-  - . = ...-- -
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4 .

And tie decisions as to how tho'se contributions

are to be made.-.who makes those decisions?

GILPIN:

Those are made by the 'elected officers of the

Illinois Cap Council.

SENATOR GLASS:

so that the contributions that are made by the UAW'S

fund are first voluntarily made by the union members to

the fund and thekeafter...

GILPIN:

No, youlre confusing the Pederal money with our

State money. We're in the rocess now of going aroundk
to our plants and sayingygive us a dollar for Federal

candidaEes. That has ko be something a member pulls

out of his pocket and contributes to our stewards. That

has to be accounted for in a separate set of books.

That's Federal .candidates. Now under the law, there's

nothing that prevents you from giving contributions to

state candidates, county candidates, city candidates.

Wez by action of our membership in convention divert a

part of thc dues money each month into the State fund

and it's that fund Ehat wedre talking about.

SENATOR GLASS:

' j.so as to that funG that s part of the dues and

Ehere is not a voluntary contribution by the individual

member?

GILPIN:
k .'

That is correct. 
.
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SENATOR GLASS:

Well now one pther question because I think it bears

on this SB 1 which 1...1 personally do not feel is.. .a

good bill, 1...1 don't object to the intenkion bu* 1 donlt

think it compares with some of the other bilïs that we' 
.- -.. -- =. ----. r---' ---



1. will be hëaring about today but one of the provisions in it

2. that.uthat I question has to do with reporting by the

3. Committees and it provides that dach campaign committee

4. shall have a treasurer and shall be responsible for re-

5. porting al1 contributions received and amounts expended

6. on behalf of the candidate. Now I don't know whether

C. UAW does this but 1. . .1 think some unions may and that

9. is to pay for an advertisemenh letfs say supporting a

9. slate of candidates, now that particular expenditure would

l0. benefit an individual candidate and yet his committee

ll. would not have made the expenditure and I just wonder

l2. how you would go about accounting for that and reporting
*

l3. it...reporting it under this bill. . .

l4. GILPIN: .

l5. Well, we have followed the Federal regulations on

l6. reporting and they're pretty strict. You have to account
' ' 

l7. for more than #dvertising. Let's say that an international
' l8. representative goes out and drives a station wagon a week

l9. helping you get reelected, we have to record that as a '

20. contribution in terms of his salary because for that par-
N

21. ticular week he's working in an election campaign.

22. SENATOR GLASS:

23. Well, then what I'm saying is that under this bill
*
24. that candidate's comlittee would be responsible for reporting

25. to the State .the contribution that you had made.in that form.

26. GILPIN:

27. ...Well, I'm assuming he WoulG but I'm telling you

28. it would show on our books in addition to his responsibility.

29. SENATOR GLASS:

3c. Well, I only mention this because I think it's a...

3l. creates a problem and that's all I have, Mr. Chairman.

2 CHAIRMAN: '3 .

a3 Senato: Knuppel.

10
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SENATOR KNUPPEL:

. . .sir, I'm reading this bill and my question is,
is where under what definition do labor unions fall?

In okher wordsy they have committees for people and so

forth and they have key people .and they refer to businesses

but whato..what...how do you identify yourself because

:he reason ask that question where you definea . .it's

. . .is in here someplace it says that nobody shall accept .

more than a $50 contribution from any person I think, as

I read this it saysr Section 506, it says it is unlawful

for any person to make contributions in cash or anonymously.

Maybe it meansv..ik says in gash in excess of $50 to one

or more political comnittees for the oenefit of a candidate

or to a political committee within any lb month period

for a political committee or anyone acting on its behalf.

Now, axe you incorporatedm..is your political action group

incorporated?

GILPIN:

Well: we're not incorporated but I would give you my

interpretation of what we would have to do under that law.

The UAW: the Illinois UAW Community Action Program Council,

under the law would have to register as a political eommiktee

and be bound by those reporting procedures.

SENATOR KNUPPELI

And does this mean then that youlre limited to one $50

contribution to any candidate? p

GILPIN:

Well. the.pothe law doesn't say that.

SENATOR KNUPPCL:

Well, 1...

GILPIN:

Tio 1ew says you have to record and report.

SENATOR KNUPPEL.

No.

11
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GILPIN:

. . .any Contribution Oior $50.

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

No, I1m...I'm directkdg attention specifically to

section hereo.osection 506 on page Sl and it's under
. ..

I mean I'm just trying to understandr it says disclose

your political financinç and expenditures. It says it's

unlawful for any person to make contributions in cash or

anonymously. What does that mean?

GILPIN:

Oh, if you're...if you're asking that questiol I think

the language is clear.w pthe: want to qet away from the question
of cash contributions or.. .contributions that canft be

identified. We would have no objecticn to that.
SENATOR KNUPPEL:

Well, 1...1 think and I'm . . .I'm sincere about it. I

mean I think it.fs capable as being construed as limiting

the amount that you can contribute to any candidate to

$50 in any election which it.. .it says specifically it is

unlawful for any person and I assume that
.. .that this...

that you qualify as a person because person is not identified

in the...in the definiticns at the start of *he Act
, ik says

for any person to make contributions in cash or annonymously
in excess of $50 to one or more political committee for

the benefit of' a candidate or to a politieal committee
within any 12 month period or for political committee or

anyone acting on its behalf knowingly to accept such con-

tributions violation is a Class. . .A misdemeanor and I don't

know that.p.that payment by a check in any way doesn't

constitute a contribyticn in cash. I think it's the

equivalent of and is cash.

GILPIN:

l5.

l6.

l9.

20.

21.

23.

24.

25.

27.

28.

29.

3l.

32.

We11...y!knoN 1 don'E want to get into an argumept with



I
1. experts... . '

2 . SENATOR KNLTPPEL : ..'

3. Ifm nb* arguing I just want...

4. GILPIN:

5. In the discussion We had abo.ut this in the llouse

6. no one seemed to feel that this legislation contained a

7. limit on the amount of a contribution that could be made.

8. Now, the sponsors here in .the Senate may speak on it them-

9. selves but it's my understanding that the legislation

l0. does not limit the amount of a contribution.

. 1l. ssèlaTon XNUPPSL:

l2. Well, I think that may be khe intent, but without
*

l3. a definltion what is cash and without n definitipn of .

l4. what is person I don't think that...that is necessarily

l5. true. If I were a judge, I'd say you can.could make one
l6. $50 contribution and tha#'s it sir and out. Now: one

l7. other thing that concerns me and that is everyone who comes

l8. here discusses the high cost of campaigns and maybe putting

l9. a limitation on the expenditures of the candidates. Has

20. your organization taken a stand to do anything at all

21. about shortening the period of the campaign? I think part of

22. Illinois very frankly, part of the huge expenditure due

23. ' to the fact you have to keep plowing the field for a year

24. from the time you file your petitions until the time of the'

25. election. Has your organization taken any position on that?

26. GILPIN:
#

27. Well, if there is legislation to that effect and

28. principle, we support it. We don'ta..we agree with youe we

29. don't see any necessity for the...

30 SENATOR KNUPPEL: '

31. Well, you.y.you...youlre sayinq your organization...
. ' :

32. GILPIN: .

33. I don't think that's germane to Ehis bill but...

13
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

support the principle.

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

Oh, think...l think ites absolutely germane

because one of the things we're talking about is the

size of the contri...contribution and if a guy doesn't set

khe money in and he's gotta run for a year, itîs a hell

of a lot different than having to run for six months.

I think it's absolutely gkrmane. But your organization is

not taking any position with respec: to that.

GILPIN:

Kell, I don'k think welve been confronted with legis-

lation to that effeet. I'm jus: glving you an off the top
of my head opinion that the UAW would support what you're

proposing.

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

okay.

CHAIRMAN:

8.
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'
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Senator Hall.

SENATOR HARBER HALL:

. . .I'm sorry I may have missed part of your 'opening testi-

mony. I1a just like to ask you again about present require-

ments for disclosure of your campaign program. ...It's a

national requirement only, isn't that right?

GILPIN:

Not exactly, under the Land and Griffith Law unions

are required to keep financial records and Eo make reports

their membership of all ex>enditures. Now we do this With

our political action committees. In fact, we..qa meetlng

I spoke about previously our Legislative Conference in

Springfieldethere was a financial report distributed to

the members giving them our total expenditures for the

year of the Illinois UAW Community Action Program Council.

so.o.again, I'm not a legal eagle but I'm...I'm sure that

14
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the Land and Griffith Law requires any union to make a

financial report ko its membership and that the law

requires khe union ko disclose that to representatives

of the government upon reguest. And we have done thak on

occasion.

SENATOR HAPAER HALL:

But that is not public information then, is it? For

example, I eouldn't find out what the UAW contributed to '

caapaigns of members of the General Assembly in the

last election or previous election.

GILPIN:

Well, won'k get into that.oosome arguments came

up about thak at one of the hearings and we offéred to

make cerkain records public relative to the question

raised about the confirmation of one of our members.

1...1 think the answer ls no, it's not generally available

to the public is anymore than General Motors bookE are

available to me .

SENATOR HARBER IIM .T.:

But by your...by your own statemenk even...you report

Eo your own members is only totals and not detailed.

GILPINZ

12.

l3.

14.

16

l7.

l8.

l9.

20.

2l.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

think that's the nature of any financial report.

International Harvestere John Deere.

SENATOR HARBER HALL:

It...it won't be if welve passed most of the ethics

bills...

GILPIN:

but, I've made our position clear on khat what...

whatever the disclosure calls for we'll produce it.

SENATOR HARBER, IIM L :

But presently you don't and..vand it's not public

information even which you report under thn Landreth-

Griffikh Act?

32.

33.

34.

15
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l

1. GILPIN:

2. We donRt. The Chamber of Commerce doesndt.

3. The Manufacturer's Association doesnet.

4. SENATOR HARBER HALLI 
.

S. I wasnqt asking about those other organizations,

6. I just wanted to know vhether you did. .wmake puélic
7. disclosure or release it in such a form that the news
;. media have it at the. . .on' the national scene.

9. czLpzx:

1Q. on the national scene it's always released
. Every-

l1. body knows what we gave Chuck Percy
, everybody knows what

12. we gave McGovern .
. %

l3. ' SSNATOR HARBCR HALL: . '

l4. Well, that'sn .that's really what I was trying to

l5. fina out
.

. 16. czcezxs .

' l7. The national scene we have to do it
. The eandidates '

l8. have vo file a republic.. va report with the governmest of al1 con-
19. tributions

.

20. ssxamoR HARBER HaLL: . x

2l. zndividuals?
I' 

j22. czLpIN:

23. Right.
:4 . '' CHAIRMAN: .

25 '. senator Nudelman
.

26. SENATOR NUDELMAN: 
. .

27. Mr witness, you referred to the membership of your
' 

28 ' ï. organization. Is the survey which you took of the membersh p

29- pubztc tnrormation:

30 ILPIN t ' N. c

31 . survey # Senator . . .survey , Senator? .

32 . SENM OR xuoszah!ax : '
' 

aj33. You said you took a survey of the.membership to come '

16



3.

4.

up with the conclusions you reached.- kou were tellkng

us about today.

GILPIN:

No, I said that our capv..our council..aour state

organization met, discussed these positions and adopted

these positions by vcte. It Was noE a survey: Senator.

SENATOR NUDELMAN:

You didnlkv..you didn't refer this to the membership

of your organization.

GILPIN:

Well, welve referred it to the membership of the

Illinois State Council.

SENATOR NUDELMAN:

I'm talking about the membership of the organization.

GILPIN:

8.

9.

ll.

12.

l3.

l5.

.16.

17.

The ethics and disclosure leqisLation?

SENATOR NUDELMAN:

That's right.

GILPIN:

Many of our local unions have adopted resolutions in

support of it if-..is there a question as to how our member-

ship feels about

SENATOR NUDELMAN:

Well, you indieated how they feel and I wAnted to knoW

how you Rnow how they feel and obviously you don't because

you didnft survey them.
#

GILPIN:

I think the same Way that you generally know how your

constituents feel about an issue. You represent them, Me

represent our member/...

SENATOR NUDELMAN :

Well, I represent people and when they don't write me

about a thing like this then I...then i come to certain

t9.

2D.

2l.

22.

24.

25.

27.

28.

29.

30.

32.

33.

17



2.

conclusions. Now/ is there mail to the Council from the

membership relative to this type of legislation?

GILPIN: w

Mail...I think a botter barometer is the discussions

ve have at our membership meetings of these questions.

They have been discussed there...

SENATOR NUDELMAN:

How docs that work? yould you explain it?

Well, what percentage of the members come to these

meetings? And how do these matters get brought up and

how does it come to the toP of the union that this is

what your membership wants?

GILPIN:

We1l,...

SENATOR NUDELIUW :

. ..or the various bills and the various sections of

the various bills are discussed with the members of your. . .

of your union so they understand whato..weere about here?

GILPIN:

4.

5.

6.

9.

l0.

13.

l4.

17.

18.

l9.

20.

2l.

22.

23. .

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

3l.

32.

33.

Truthfully, I cangt say they have Senator, but I can

give you one guarantee, that we are mailing out a newsle'tter

tomorrow pertaining to our positioh and asking al1 our members

to respond to you and the other people who represent them

here in the Capital as to their feelings on this.. .now

we'll get some sort of an indicakion thato..hopefully

you will.
*'

SENATOR NUDELLUX :

So, that if we don't get any surge of mail from the

membership of the UAW that kill indicate a disinteresk,

would you agree to that?

GILPIN:

Not necessarily.

SENATOR NUDELMAN:

18



2.

3.

4.

Well, then'why would...

GILPIN:

Yougre going to get...

SENATOR NUDELMAN:

w . orespond to your newsletterR

GILPIN:

They will respond, but if youpre saying will of the

19,000 people employed in the Caterpillar Tractor Plant

in Peoria, will y6u get 9 or 10 thousand responses
,

would be foolish to guarantee you that.

SENAQOR NQDELMAN:

Well, what would you conjider that we will get from
that 19,000 members?

GILPIN:

6.

7.

8.

9.

l0.

11.

12.

l4.

l5.

l6.

Well, I'd...Itd say khat youlll get considerable

response.

SENATOR NUDELMAN 1
' l8.

l9.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

3l.

32.

33.

Well, considerable is a very loose Word.

GILPIN:

Well, I think wedre playing with percentages here,

am I supposed to say Z,QGD...

SENATOR NUDELMANZ

Well, you come here and you say you represent a group

of people and that group of people believe thus and so.

Now, I Want to'know how...how you know they believe thus

and to.o.so and now youdre telling me you don't know hoW

you're soing to prove it to me. And you're saying you donte

know what percentage of the. people will respond.

GILPIN:

Well, Senator, I think that we would be'pretty isolated'

from events and...deserve to be beaken every two years for

office if we didn't have a consensus and a feeling generally

about how our membership feels about things. ggw: M%--

19



4.

obviously 'can't conduct a Gallup Poll every five days

on an issue and maybe...

SENATOR NUDELMAN:

Have you ever crnducted one on this issue?

GILPIN:

6. We have taken polls on this issue.

8.

9.

SENATOR NUDELMAN:

On this issue?

GILPIN:

That's right.

1l.

l2.

l3.

SENATOR NUDELMAN:

And what are the results of the polls?
*

GILPIN:

Results have been overwhelmingly in favor...

15.

16.

l7.

SBNATOR NUDELMAN:

Well, whata.owhat areo..what are they? What are

the polls? Whqt are they, let's show us the concrete

evidence. If you have such evidence and I believe.. .

if you say you do I'm sure you must but why don't you#

come in here with the figures that you have?

GILPIN:

Well, why would you take this Senator? Suppoae we

do poll our membership on this and I think itls a very

qood idea. I think éhat you're proposing is fine and I

think that's what the UAW ought to do. We ought to go

back and we ought to uake a poll of our membership and

we ought to see that this issue discussed at every

mcmbership meeting coning up and I will say to you Within
a period of three weeks if this question hasn't been re-

solved to the best of 9ur ability we will .gike you a concrete

expressivon OE how the UAW members feel about this and

we would welcoma your suggestions as to how the poll

should be taken.

l9.

20.

2l.

22.

24.

25.

26.

28.

29.

32.

33.

20
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1. SENATOR NUDELMAN: . .

2. Well, youbre more expert in this. You have taken '

3. a poll. You- o.you just said you had taken one. Have
4. you taken a poll sir? ,

s '. GILPIN :

6 , '. We took a pol: it s a year old.

7. SENATOR NUDELMAN:

8. And when did you take the poll
.

9. GILPIN: ' '

:0. It's a year old
.

l 1 . STEII4ATOR NUDELMAN :

l2. What did it. a .what was the questions asked of the

l3. membership, what was the percentage of return, What were '

l4. the answers? Let's have the facts
. You have %em letls...

l5. let us have them .

l6. GILPIN: 
.

. l7. Well, in the first place I don't know Whether I have

. l8. the facts that accurately .

19. SSNATOR NUDELMAN: '

2û. Wel: then why do you say you do?
N

2:. GILPIN: '

I22. Well, are you..-senator... '

23. SINATOR NUDELMAN:

'24. I don't lik: people comiùg before the Senate and saying

25. I speak for a.l00#000 or 200,000 or 1,000z000 or 5 people

26. and then when you ask ùhem how they claim to speak for

27. those people they don't have the answers. Now, if you claim

;8. to speak for people you should have some fseling from your

29. orqanization and obvlously from ycur answers to the questions

30. you don't have any feelins fron your organization.

3l. GILPIN:

32. Well: Senatot, I canlt stop you from your conclusions.. .

33. SENATOR NUDELMAN: .

 
zl .

. . 
.. . . . ..:



. 1. Well, I#m asxins you to refute my conclusions
. . .

2. GILPIN: '

3. ...There's been a lot of polls taken .. .there have

4. been a lot of polls taken on this question
. . . 

'

5. SENATOR NUDELMAN:

6. I...lot of polls. The polls of the UAW
. . .yo'u're here

7. speaRing for the UAW
.

:. cILPIN:

9. You mean to say that the UAW is separate from the
l0. general public

, that their attitudes would be any '

ll. different. . .

l2. SENATOR NuoELMhx:

l3. well, the general public that you so facetiously remarked '

14. has not given us much indication
. When you.q.when you...

l5. when you thought it very funny and said that there has not
l6. been any outpouring of 'letkers

, that in *act is the case.
. a ., '

i / ' We have been discussing these matters . It ' s pktblic know-
13 . led e . It ' s been 'in the press and we haven 't been deluged

. 19 . by letters. We haven 't even had a trickle of letters on

20 . this subject and I think that' s an indication
. Now you say ' a

21* it ' s othew ise 
. Why is the UAW dif f erent then the general

I22 . ublsc?P

2 3. czzzpzx :

24. z don': think the UAp7 1s
.

25. SENATOR NUDELIUG :

26. xll right then
, the general public has indicated an .

27. indifference by virtue of the fact that they haven't sent 
.

28. mos: of us any- . .or any mail. I haven't had one let&er
29. on the subject, bu: you say that there is an uproar in the
30. uAw and I'm asking you to tell me how you have ascertained

3l. this. I think it's a reasonable and legitimate' question.

32. czLPkN:

33. Well senator, I will rldeem myself. This ts a consensus .

J t ! ,

' 

2 2 '
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3.

4.

5.

6.

of our leadership at the present tile.. .

SENATOR NUDELMAN:

Oh, so ites the leadership and not the xembers
.

GILPIN:

o a .you have made..lyou have madeo..you have made

an interesting point wefre going to earry out on' it
.

Wefre going to give you a poll of the UAW and we're

going to give you the results.

SENATOR NUDELMANF

We came here sir on October 15th. These bills were

filed on the 15th. I think if you were. . .if you Were

sincere in this, if you really khought that this was *he
*

proper thing to do what youlre suggesting now, you'could

have done it three weeks ago so now that. . .when we are in
the Commitkee of the whole and you are here you could have

bought us..wbrought us rather. .eresults of some kind of a

poll of your membership.

GILPIN:

8.

9.

ll.

12.

l3.

l5.

l6.

l7.

20.

2l,

22.

24.

25.

26.

27.

2 8 .
,7 t

29.
.: 7 -

30.

3l.
*( l

32.

Well, would you like a comment on what I regard as a

partial poll on this? Every UAW Local in the State of

Illinois has addressed a wire to the International Office

and to their congressman asking for impeachment proceedings

relativé to the Presidenk of the United Skakes. . .

SENATOR NUDELMAN:

Would you àtop right at this point...

GILPIN:

Obviously...obviously...

SENATOR NDDELMAN:

I would like to interject a questlon. Was the member-

ship polled as Eo that point?

GILPIN:

Senator, don't know how they arrived at their

conclusions.k. .

23
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1. SENATOR NUDELMAN: '

2. Well, I'm asking you...well, youdre the leader of

3. this organization. Was the membership polled as to that

4. question?

5. GILPIN:

6. Well, may I turn the question around. Is the '

7. Democratic Party polled on every position you kake?

8. SENATOR NUDELMAN:

' 9. we caucus.

l0. GILPIN:

ll. ...The membership of the Democratic Party. ..

12. SENATOR NUDELMAN:

13. ...Excuse me, I wish thlre were 59, the 29 members
. 1

14. of the Democratic Parky caucus.

l5. GILPIN:

. 16. Well, how about the 7 million people who vote

1 17. Democratic? '
l 8 . SENATOR NUDET.MAN :

l9. The 7 million people indicate how they want us to vote

20. by the fact that they vote for us when we present our pro-
' N'
, 2l. grams to usoo.to them and then they do from time to time

22. indicate to us...indicate tc us by letter or personal con- j
i

' 23. tact how they want us to vote on various issues
. Now, you're

.24. telling me that your .organization has not indicated to you

25. how they want you to vote on this issue or hoW they want

26. us to vote, excuse me, you're not the voting member of thi's

27. Body. But they haven't indicated that to you and now youdre

. 28. telling me youovoyou ask for the impeachment of the President

29. wlthout having polled ycur membership. I don't think that's

30. a reasonable thing either.

31 GILPINI

az. Well: I don't think you can separate...

)). SENATOR NUDELMAN:

. 24
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1. Besides. which sir, a's one of our. . .my good

2. colleagues points out to me, a poll is taken as to

g. our status every tiDe we run for el' ection or reelection
.

4. GILPINZ '

5. I think thatts true of UAW officials too.

. , '

6. SENATOR NUDELMAN: ' '

7. Do they take positions when they run for election

8. on impeachment? Do they take position on ethics? Do

' 9. they...do they.. odo they...send out campaiqn literature...

1.0. and incidentally, do the officers of the UAW make dis-

ll. closures of where they get their campaign funds? And of

l2. their income. Do they file it? Where do they file their
)

91
.3. disclosures and their income? ' ,:; .

l4. cILpIN:
'! rï
l5. well, we have a form to that. If I accept a fifth of1
. !. .
l6. whiskey from a corporation

, that's a felony.

l7. SENATOR NUDSLMAN:
..' . !î .. ' .

l8. That's a felony. 

'

. !. ..rk ,.
l9. GzLpzx: .

20. rhat's right.7. t::k .

?l. sEuhToR xunschvw:
... / ..

22- uell thatvs not an answer to my question
, is it?) q #

23. GILpIu:
*L

?4. Well, I'm making the point that under the labor laws,ii 
..' .

25. union official; can in no way have a conflièt of .lnterest2 1
. .

?6. they're not supposed to have, I'm not saying that soae of2 ' .
27. them donlt. But there is a procedure which is supposed to' 23
.

gg ' '. keep us clean
...24. . .

29. ssNAvon NUDELMAx:
25. .

30. well, the procedure doesn't always work is that76
. '

31. what you're telling me?
27. '
a2 '. GILPIN:

29.
33. I don't think any law always works. It's worked in29
.

Rn

3l.

32. 25



. . I
1. the UAW. '

2. ssuaToR xuosumax: 1
3. To Yhe best of your knowledge?

4. GILPIN:

5. That's right.

6. SENATOR NUDELMAN:

7. But you don't report when you run for office, you

8. don't report your campaign funding and where the money

9. comes from.

l0. GILPIN:

l1. President Wogdcock does and :he members of the

l2. International Executive Board da.

l3. SENATOR NUDELMAN: ,

14. Do you do it sir? '

k5. GILPIN:

l6. Ifm an internationFl representative. .
' 1

.
' 

l 7 . SENATOR NUDELMAN : ':y
' j

'

' l8. I see. And do you report.v.do you file your income h.
N
.
:. 19 . Eax with the union? ..

20. GILPIN:

2l. Ifm not required to but on request I would give it
' 

22 to you or any member of the Commfttee.

23.. SENATOR NUDELMAN: '

24 I Yould request. '

25. GILPIN:

26. YOu Would?
# .

a7. SENATOR NUDELMAN:

' 28. Well, if you're.o.if youere so glib about i: I would

29 requesE your income tax certainly.

GILPIN: .30.

a1. All right. You may have it...

)a SENATOR NODELMAN: '

A1l right. I33
.

26
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1. GILPTN:

. . .by return mail.

SENATOR NUDELNUG :3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
D

8.
c) .
9 .
q

l0.

ll.

12 .
9 -
l 3.
9.
14 .
10.
15.
12..
16 .
l2.
l7.
1 3.
18.
l1.
l9.
15.
20.
l6.
2l.
l7.
22.
l8.
23.
l9.
24.

20.
25.

21.
26.

22.
27.

23.
28.

24.
29.

25.
30.

26.
3l.

27.
32.

28.
33.

29.

30.

3l.

32.

But you...but you still havenst polled yout member-

ship?

GILPIN:

No.

SENATOR NU'DELMAN:

All right now, are you proposed to do that?

GILPIN:

Well#...

SDIATOR NUDELMAN:

Now if youfve gotp..how many members does the DAW

have in Illinois?

GILPIN:

115.000.

SENATOR NUDELMAN;

Now if you potl the 115,tûG in your nevsletter and

you say, write yourw..senator and your Senator's name is...

Daley or Nudelman or Wooten or whomever or Bruce or

Ozinga or Saperstein or Wiomever and here is a map of the

various districts so that they..othey can't say they don't

know who their Senator is and out of the how many hundred

and what sir, I'm sorry?

GILPIN:

115,000.

SrNATOR NUDELMAN:

150:000 we don't get a l0% return would you say that

that shows an indifference on the part of your membership?

GILPIN:

Conceivably, except I just Want to make this point

Senétor youdre a very sophisticated qentleman and you know...

SCNATOR NUDELMAN:

27



1. ko no, I'm/..I'm not sophisticated I'm from the#

2. west side of Chicago and I'm not very sophiskicated but

3. I don't understand people .. . 
' '

4. GILpzN: .

5. . ..we're playing games here- .you take positions without

6. polling your constituents that ' s the roll of leader
. . .

7* SENM OR NUDELFO  :

g '* 
,, People who elect me know my philosophies of govern-

9. aens before they elect me
.

'0- GILPIN: '

' ll. z think they know our philosophy
.

' 12. SENATOR xuosLylx1: . ,

l3. k a about ethics before you ran, you made 'vou
- - you taz e

14. that a part of your platform did you? '

15. czcpzx: -

16.. senavor, every year that Walter Reuther was elected
J '

17. every convention.that elected him 'adopted a resolukion on

l8. ethics and disclosure. The same procedure has been followed
'

19. at every International convention since President Woodcock

2D. replaced president walser Reuther and no one has ever ran x

' 21. agatnst Reuther or Woodcock or any board member based on the

22. fact that we were for disclosure and ethics legislation
.

23. SENATOR NUDELM%X:

24. z.m. . .I.m jorry I fail to see how that answer was
25. h:ngermane to anyt g.

26. 'GILPIN:

23. Well, your...the Democratic Party sets policy and con- '

28. vention, national conventions, coùnty conventions, state

29. conventions. unions do the same and this disclosure ethics

3c .' policy has been a part of the UAW as long as I can remember.

3l. zn fact 7: years aqo sam cooper the first president of the

32. AeL-clo proposed ethic disclosure legislation so instead
I

33. of part of the labor. .. 
'

' 'j
28 .



3.

4.

5.

SENATOR NUDELMAF:

Are we talking about.p.are we now talking about the

membership of the UAW?

GILPIN:

Wellr I Ehink the UAW is...

SENATOR NUDELMAN:

Well do

8.

10.

1l.

l2.

you think we ought to waitem.dondte..do you

think we ought to wait the three weeks and see how the

UAW membership comes out? Do you think that would be

helpful to the benate and the House.

GILPIN:

1...1 think.u l think the issues before the Senate
*

regardless of...the UAWIS position is on any...

SENATOR NUDELMAN:

.w .Regardless...

GILPIN:

. ..It should not be hung'up on what the UAW doew now

we will endeavor'to give you an expression of our opinion

but I don't think the UAW is powerful Senator to come in

here and convince you to hold up any legislation for three

weeks. YouRre going to act according to the dictates of

Commonsense and your COnSCienCe...

SENATOR NUDELMAN:

You are'.. .

GILPIN:

v . .youfre not going ko hang it up on the U.AW.

SENATOR NUDELMAN:

You are attempting to lobby here sir for certain legis-

lation and youdre attempting to say that you are here on

behalf of x members of an organization. NoW you're telling

me, don't wait until my organization tells you how they feel

but vote now. You can't have it both Ways. You want to

withdraw your comments of this afternoon and.vwandxw.and we

l5.

16.

l7.

l9.

20.

2l.

22.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

22.

33.

29



2.

3.

4.

5.

8.

l0.

ll.

l2.

shouldn't 'concern ourselve4 with the UAW'S position?

GILPIN:

I don't want to withdraw one word I said and I will

test this position of the .UAW before our Rembership

anytime...l don't think however that the UAW should be

made the .thing that's holding up ethics legislation

until you get a reading of our membership.

SENATOR NUDELMAN:

You are trying to tell us sir that the membership

believes one way and then you are...trying to tell us

you will now first attempt to discover how the membership

feels and so therefore L don't think your...your testimony

of this afternoon should be given as much weight as you

would have us give it.

GILPIN:

Well, I think your position would have more weight kf

you would take a poll of the Democratic Party and find out

if the rank and file Democratic Party member wants ethics

or disclosure legislation...

SENATOR NUDELMAN:

The people have shown me...

CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Gilpin. Mr. Gilpin. if I can just interrupt here

this can go on all afternoon'. I think that we have about

put as much credence to your testimony as èan possibly be

put to it after the Scnator has mentioned a11 of these

various things. I would like the Senator to ask One

more questio'n and give h1m an answer to Ehe poinE I think

welve been going around the bush here. There are some

more questions that are to be placed and We'11 be here until

midnight, there are a half dozen more witnesses. I appreciate

that We Would cuE it short Senaébr.

SENATOR NUDELMAN:

l4.

l5.

l6.

l7.

l9.

20.

2t.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

3l.

32.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

B.

9.

1Q.

ll.

l2.

l3.

14.

Thank you Mr. Chairman. appreciate your...your

problems and our problems and. . .and I appreciate the

withesses time and trouble. However, I do believe and

I'm going to make a comment not ask an additional question

that when somebody comes he<e allegedly representinq a.

group of over 100,000 people he should have some indication

more than the fact that the council does this or that of

whak the membership feels. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

Senator Sours. Senator Walker.

SENATOR WALKER:

. o.Thank you Mr. Presideht. May I usurp just 30 seconds

of the Senake's kime. A group of students from Rickover Junior

ligh Schoole Sauk Villase, loth District are in the gallery be-

hind us and I'd like to have thcm stand énd be recognized
.

CHAIRMAN:

Senator Sours.

SENATOR SOOPS :

NoW Mr. Witness, I <as in the phone b00th I think when you

suggested that some of your locals had sent kelegrams sort of sug-

gesting the impeachment of the President. Is that true?

GILPIN:

l6.

l7.

l%.

l9.

20.

2l.

22.

33.
24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

3l.

32.

33.

34.

That is correct....

SENATOR SOURS:

Well nok,have you read about Archibald Cox?

GILPIN:

Yes sir..

SENATOR SOURS;

Did you also send similar telegrams to the Dean of the Har-

Vard Law School suggesting they fire him? Just yes or no.

GILPIN:

No# k'e did not.

SENATOR SOURS : -' --'=== =-- '

Did you read by chance where Archibald called upon Ted



4.

5.

6.

Kennedy at' the Kennedy District

of Columhia.o.and at tiat little tete-a-tete where
Senator Philip Hart 'from Michigan'and two of the dog

robbers, the administrative assistants of those two

Senators. Did you read about that?

GILPIN:

I donlt believe I did Senator.

SENATOR SOURS:

Well 1et me tell you what happenedymaybe you'll want

to send some telegrams. Archibald told these two foxes

where they might catch the rabbit assuming for purposes

of allegory that Nixon would be the rabbit. Archibald
*

told these two foxes, that's Hart and Kennedy maybe 1...

maybe the word is improper maybe theylre jackals. If you

dongt like that perhaps better is coyotes, c-o-y-o-t-e-s

where they might find the rabbit. Npw Archibald is a

professor of l4W, you know that. Law basically is based

upon the Ten Commandments and private and public morality

and a 1aw professor teaches public and private morality.

You agree?

GILPIN:

He's the professor of labor law but I would assume...

SENATOR SOURS:

Pad somewhere near the

8.

9.

10.

l2.

l3.

l4.

l6.

l7.

l8.

l9.

20.

2l.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

2B.

29.

30.

32.

33.

Well, there's mor'ality ih labor law, you have to believe

in it.

GILPIN:

I hope so, yes sir.

SENATOR SOURS:

Now, he was also cautioned by everybody with whon he

came in conEact not to disclose any facts to any person.

Now do you think Archie on the same basis of impeaching

the President you ought to send some wires to the..-the

President of Harvard and have them/ I donlt like that Word

32



2.

5.

6.

7.

impeach, have them..oaccept his resignation? Because he

told the coyotes where the rabbit might be found contrary

to...to the request a-nd demand that he not discuss Ehat
.

How do you feel about ihat?

GILPIN:

Youfre talking about the I assume the news leak.

SENATOR SOURS:

You want to impeach a President but you won't get

rid of ehe man who violated every canon of good morality .

Now how can you do that and be at al1 consistent?

GILPIN:

9.

l0.

just wanted...

l3.

l4.

l5.

SENATOR SOURS:

Pray tell us here 'cause I know we're all ears.

GILPIN:

Senator. Senator. ...Just so there's no nisunder-
'

standing I don't think the impeachment proceedings

necessarily mean that President Nixon will not be President

anymore. I think the impeachment proceedings are a

process if necessary to clear the air. Now the Senate and

the House if those impeachment proceedings take place will

make that decision. I don't think however that that...that

news leak or what Archibald did or what he didn't do is as

an important a question as the situation that ëonfronts our

nation today.

SENATOR SOURS:
#

Except after Archibald had his newsm.oconference that's

when he was dismissed and Mr. Witness, Mrs. Sours and I heard

that twice. We Were going down to the Champaijnelllinois football
game we heard every Mord of We heard it on the way back,

a rebroadcast and Archibald was almost nervous in trying to

tell yôu and me that.he was going to be absolutely fair,

absolutely xmpartial and absolutely white ribbon. And

l7.

18.

l9.

2l.

22.

23..

21.

26.

27.

28.

29.

3Q.

31.

)2.

33.

33



I .

1. Archibald wasn't. Now, whatq 'm saying to you are you

2 having two standards? I think you are and 1et me go

. 3. on with just one other comment. We know how impeach-

4. ment proceedings skart, they start in the House and the

5. Senate they be...have to be 67 find him guilty, noE of .

6. unpopularity but of high crimes and misdemeanors. Ncw

7. that happened a hundred years ago in the time of Andrew

8. Johnson and that's a very dreary businessybelieve me. And

9. someday when you 'get back to your officeyfind out what '

l0. happened to the political futures of those Who voted for

. ll. impeachment and then I say to you, it will take a little

l2. more courage than our two United States Senators collectively
*

l3. have to vote aye on the roll call 'cause they're goinq to '

14. come back someday and run again and theylve kicked this

15. poor man around so much already, they al1 hop on the band-

f6. wagon that wetre going to have a second reincarnation pretty

l7. soon unless some of you birds 1ay off.
' 

CHAIRMAN: .18.

l9. One last question, comment. Senator Bell. '
- 

2o. SENATOR BELL: x

2l. Mr. Gilpin lest you get the wrong impression there

22. are some of us here that do feel we want to'bring some form

23. of constructive ethics legislation out of this General

Yow lo'ng sir have you been an elected official24. Assembly. Now,

25. of the United'Auto Workers? '

26. GILPIN:

a7. I1m currently not ah elected official, I'm the Executive

2g Director of Cab Council, I'ye been in the lqbor movement

29 Senator about 30 years.* - .

3c SENATOR BELL: .

l For about 30 years. Have you ever been an elected3 .

2 of f ic i a1?3 
.

GILPIN : . '33 
. . -- .

Yes I have.

34
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1. SyNATOR BELL: '

2. Up until what time?

3* GIZPIN: . 
'

4. I was an elected officiai of the old United
5i Farm Equipment Workers up until 1941 when I enlisted

6. in the Army. .

7. SENATOR BELL:

8. And since that time youdve nok held elective
' 9. office with the United Auto Workers

.

l0. czLpzu:

ll. No, I have not. '

12. sExATon BELL:

l3. But you are here today altempting to explain to the
. t

'

14. members of the Illinois senate what you feel in your

l5. own heart is the concensus of the leadership of the

l6. various locals and of the State regardinq ethics leqis-

. z7 . z tson' anomiea 'a

' l8. czcpxu:

l9. And in so doing speaking for my elected officials
. .

20. sEuAToa BBLL:

21. And you are speaking for your elecked officials
.

22. clLplxz '

23. ' akin for the elected director
. . .z m spe g

24. SINATOR BELL: .

25. All right. Now, to me that represents a viewpoint

26. that I think is one thrt should be heard and whether

27. you've got a survey to come down here and say that x-number

' 28. support this- or x-nu=her don': support that, I feel that your

29. coming down here in good faith laying out what your leader-

30. ship has ascertained as probably the mood of the electorate

3l. or the mood of the people of the United Auto Workers...union.

32. Let me say further to you sir, that yourve come here wikh

33. as good a credentials as any other person that's come down

35
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1 here to testify before the Senate be' it ethics legislation* # #

2. be it RTA or What and...we listened to you, I think al1 of

' 3. us listened to you whether we agree or don't agree. And I

4. happen to have firm disagrdement on your actions in reference

5. to the impeachment proceedings and those telegrams, but I do

6. want you to realize that there are many of us here that have

7. listened to you.

8. GILPIN:

9. Thank you Sen' ator.

l0. CHAIRMAN:

1l. Thank you Mr. Gilpin. The next witness will be Mr.

l2. J. Terrence Brunner. Senatoç Berning.
l3. SENATOR BERNING:

l4. Well, Mr. Chairman, I tried to get your attention and

l5. I feel that...

16. CHAIRMAN:
' 

l7. I Was looking at you for the last half hour and you

18. haven't so much as motioned. Ask your questions of the next

l9. witness. Next witness. Mr. Brunner.

20. BRUNNER:

21. Mr. Chairman, distinguished senators, maybe I ought

22. to talk about what the BGA is...well,...yinèe welll-probably get to

23. that topic. We have approximately 1800 individuals in cor-

24 porations who are membership...who are members of the BGA.

25. They made contributions between > dollar and fivé thousand

26. dollars a year. Our annual budget is approximately $240,000.

27. We do not endorse candidates for office. We use the money

2g to hire a nonpartisan inveatigative staff to look into all

29 levels of governmental corruption in thq State of Illinois

whether it's from the township level or the' Governor's Office.30.

31 We have done this for the last 50 years in the State of Illinois.

The positions which I'm espousing today on behalf of these32.

particular bills are the result of the vote of the Board of33
. - .- ..-.....= v v ...
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5$

6.

7.

8.

9.

l0v

ll.

12.

l3.

l4.

l5.

l6.

l7.
'' 1 R

l9.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

3l.

32.

33.

Directors of *he Better Govqrnment Association which is

approximately 48 individuals in the metropolitan area who

represent probably eferY possible political viewpolnt.

With that in mind: I think .that what we ought to concentrate

on is the facts. In the last year wefve seen the vice

President of the United States convicted in Eederal Diitrict

Court for taking kickbacks. Welve seen the former Governor

of the State of Illinois convicted in the United States District

Court for the Northern District of 18 USC 1952 which is

Interstate bribery. Welve seen the Cook County Clerk con-

victed of the same offense in the Federal District Court for

the northern district of Illinois. Recently in an investi-
*

gation which we participated, wefve seen three road com-

missioners in Macon County convicted of bribery. Last week

a member of the Legislature of the Stake of Illinois was con-

victed of income tax evasion. The laqest poll in the City

of Chicago...rather the latest poll nationwide after Cox,

Gallup, indicates that the President's confidence ratinc in

the country has dropped to 17. The recent CBS Poll taken in

the metropolitan area of Chicago show that two-thirds of the

People in the Chicago area have no trust in their local govern-

ment. Now obviously these facts indicate that the system is in

deep trouble. Therefs widespread cynicism across the country

with polikics and politicians and government in general and l

think the question before us, is how we begin to'restore that

citizen confidence in sovernment the necessary ingredient

which makes the system work. think that our government

obviously depends on a volMntary qood will and confidence of

our citizens, that's why the...guote, confldence is so important.

We pay our taxes voluntarily. You don't have to go into the

United States District Court to collect taxes from most tax-

payers. We obey the laws. policemen don't have to tell you

more than once not Eo violate a law. We do these things



3.

4.

5.

8.

9.

l ()'

ll.

l2.

13.

15.

l6.

17.

l9.

20.

2l.

22

. 23.

24.

25.

26.

28.

29.

32.

33.

voluntarily and this confidence I beqieve is necessary

and if we lcse it in effect I think the system will fall

and the politicians who are responsible for the loss of

confidence may have accompllshed what khe hippies failed

to do in the streets of AmerLca. We have a 1ot of discussion

about what is the system and talk an television about tearing

down the system by people like Abbie Hoffman. Well the

system is merely representative democracy. John Adams

said that our repkesentatives as citizens are merely standins

for us because we can't a11 go down and vote at every meeting.

There isn't room. He said further that these representatives

are merely attorneys, agents trustees fcr the èitizens andk

that this trust is uantonly trifled away. We can eonstitute

ourselves new agents, attorneys and trustees. And the question

then becomes of individuals,how are these trustees representing

us and this translates into the often.heard quotation of publ.uc

right to know. And I think we do have a riqht to know how you

gentlemen and other State Legislators and representatives at

every level of our government are representing us. The question'

becomes, are you representing yourself? Are you representing a

particular special interest thae supported you for election?

or basically are you representinq the people from your district?

think people have a right to know whether or not their

l islative reprèsentakion ià thase votes have been impartial,eq

honest and the , best interest of their constituents or whether

they really reflected a commitment resulting from a campaign

contribution for instance. And I think obviously from the

events we've seen at the national level apd fortunately in

recent times of very often the latter case has been the normal

procedure. The BGA did ...extensive study of the present Illinois

ethics law with the Chicago Sun-Times and I'm sure many of yOu

read the articles. think it was clear from reading and

from observing the çvents which resulted after the study that

39



1. the present law does not work, it's vague and it's innffective.

2. I think it's tide to do something about that. 1. think it's ij

3. time for statesmanship not partisanship. It's time to begin

4. to meet the problem of restoring citizen confidenee and I think

51 it's time to be..ostart being honest wiEh the citizens in the

6. State of Illinois. Thomas Jefferson said that the entire art

7. of government is in being honcst and if you watched Eric

8. Severid the other night he said that integrity is the bottom
' j

9. line in our governmental system. I think that we've talked

l0. a lot or I heard a lot of discussion in this particulaf Body

. 1l. concerning what this legislation will do or won't do. And I

l2. think it's pretty clear that this meant lpgislation will not

l3. make bad guys good and it won't really help us at the BGA or '

l4. at the 1/5 or at the Justice Department where I came from catch

l5. the bad guys.- The reverse in fact will probably occur because

16. it...my persanal experience with ken years as being a local

l7. and federal prosçcutor has been thet criminals become more and

. l8. more sophisticated as time goes on and the. . .these type of laws
*19. really don't have a1l thak much deterrent rather they just drive

20 i ticated schemes
. 

But I think khere might ' .. people to more soph s
. t2l. be some small deterrent for some people and I think that what this

22. legislation will do is ik will help you. I think itRll hèlp l

23. you and your self-esteem in the eyes of your fellow citizens

24. and in the eyes of your families because as I pointed out I

25. believe the country is in deep trouble and this legislation is

26. merely a step in the right direction to begin to rebuild that

27. trust and confidence in our governxental system
. Wedre not

28. asking for covernment by angels or saints, all we're asking

29. simply is for honest, responsive public sorvants. Thank you. !

30. cIlAIRMN1: .

3l. Is thera any questions of 64e witness? senator

32. Berning.

33. SENATOR BERNINGZ .

h.' 

a s) ' .



1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

l0.

l1.

l2.

l4.

l5.

l6.

l8.

19.

20.

2l.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

Yes Mr. Brunner, I'= not sure that my questions

are going to be that éifferent for you or that they

would apply more specifically to the previous witness

than they will for you so I would appreciate your obser-

vations on a couple of points since apparently you are

appearing in support of this measure though I didn't

gather from your testimony you are quite as emphatic as

the previous witness that this is the measure that We

ought to pass, SB 1. However: the proposals that I'm going

to refer Eo pmrhaps are contained in other measures this

time as well. If you have a copy of the bill in front of

you, you may follow otherwise 1'11...1%11 quickly refer to

the points that I would like your observakions on. Page 2 '

where we have a definition of key officer and employee

and go on to say all employees of State agencies receiving
$20,000 or more compensation per year. ...The critical

quesEion to me is, why does a person who is worth $20,000

a year versus one who is worth 19,500 merit being required

to furnish all kinds of statistics about his assets, liabili-

ties, investments and so on. Does this make sense to you?

BRUNNER:

Well, I think it's a kind of...obviously *he kind of

decision you have to make every timev.vyou gentiemen are the
experts in that ando..youdve got to draw the line somewhere

but let me say...
#

SESM OR BERNING :

Why do we have to draw the 'line somewhere? Does the

person who does.oodoes any service for any governmental unit

compensated or uncompenséted have any more or any less

opportunity to generate a dollar advantage to himself?

BRIJNHER :

I...I'd have to agree with you that monetarily that's

not thea..not the answer because obviously the examples I gave

N
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1.

2.

4.

5.

6.

:.

9.

y:

11.

12.

13.

l4.

15 .

16 .

l 7 .

.1 8 .

l9.

20.

2l.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

.. .the factual examples at the beginning starting with

the Vice President working down to th: township road

commissioners certainly the latest thing that w'e've

done and I know you're familiar with Senator at the

townshïp and municipal level.a.at the township and

municipal level çertainly the...the evidence there was

as strong as the evidence of wronq doing at much higher

levels of government.

SENATOR BERNING:

Even includinq an appointed zoning board of appeals

for instance.

BRDNNBR:

Well, ito..it's our opinion obviously and I don't appear

i in behalf of these particular measures but like...appear ng

the pripr Wibness. it's our feeling..ait'was the feeling

of my board of directors that we are in favor of a stronq

effective piece of ethics legislation. Now whether that's

. . .the House bill or the Senate bill it's not really our

expertise. We came down to say, here's the way the situation

looks to us and I think that obviously the..othe intricacies

of the bill are soing to have to be wrestled wlth by you. I

think personally on behalf of our organization that the bill

could go much farther. I think that many of the problems

which we showed...

SENATOR BEENING:

Well, then...

BRUNNER:

. o .somekime serious...

SENATOR BERNING:

. . .let me just ask you...is there any rèason for any

figure in there that you can see?

BRUNNER:32.

33. Well, I'm not sure that it's necessary to. . vl khink
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2.

3.

4.

7.

8.

9.

l0.

ll.

l2.

13.

l4.

l5.

l6.

you have to make a determination in some way of who is

in a position of responsibility with regard to decision

making policies in governmental units. Now cektaihly a

. . .a file clerk in one of the buildings is not in the .

same position as the Director of the Department of

Transportation? but on the other hand a road commissioner

at a...a local township has quite a bit of discretion as

far as the purchasing goes for instance.

SENATOR BERNING:

Very well. Let me..olet me ask you another

question that 1...1 again I would appreciate your observations

on because now I see vep..we somewhat agree on that point that

khere has to be an arbitrary criteria established here

and it's goinq to be difficult to justify no matter what

it is. Now then, Fe turn over to page 4'where we read on

Section 201: ''there is hereby' crepted the State Board of

Ethics consisting of three members appointed by the

Governor with the advice and consent of the Senate''

Doesnlt this appear to you to be a highly partisan board and

would it not be better if the Board of Ethics were achieved

in some other fashion rather than appointed by the Governor?

BRUNNER:

Well, our organization is obviously not taken a

position on that and I don't think that I possess the experiise

to make that kind of judgment, Senator.

l8.

l9.

20.

2l.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

3Q.

31.

32.

SENATOR BEPIING:

Well as a...as an interesked, concerned citizen, I

ask you.

BRUNNER:

. . .What I think that you're asking me is, is this better

than having the Board of Election Commissioners administer

the act and 1...1 think youdra speculating in any way you answer

that beeause I think only obviously time will tell whatls the



1. best way an'd I don't think there's dny cbjective standard i

2. by which you can measure those things.

. 3. SENATOR BERNING:

4. Well, 1et me put it 'ancther way. One of the major
5. impetus for any ethics legislation is quote to reestablish 

.

6. public confidence and can we possibly do it with another

7. patently political patronage kind of board running the

8. whole show?

9. BRUNNER: '

l0. Well, Iîm...I1m...I take it you're asking me fLr an

. ll. answer on that one. And I guess I can't agree with..oyour

12. definition to terms that it's necessarily patently political

l3. any more so than the other selection of the Board of Elections '

l4. would be.

. l5. SENATOR BERNING:

- 
'16. Well, wedre not talking about thai Board at this time

17. but most a1l boards are going to have some influence. Now

' l8. then, there's another area that I1d like to get your comment

l9. on. On page 5 Section 204 we provide for an executive '

20. director and.o.setting up where the Board may employ or dis- x

21. charge persons and so on and on line 15 it says,no employee

22. of Ehe Board shall become a candidate for public office. Now

23. thate..that has some merit. Woul'd you interpret that as !

24. being then a staiement indirectly perhaps in opposition to

25. double dipping? .

26. BRUNNER:

' 27. I don't personally read that in there Senator.

28. SENATOR BERNING: . . ;
I

29. Well isn't the objective to prevent anyone from having

30. two jobs? .

31. BRUNNER: ;
I'm not..ocbviously we didn't Participate in draftinî '32

. (
)) these measures but it Was my...just a C/rsory reading that

43
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1.

2.

4.

5.

6.

what weAre talking' about there is some sort of...of

prohibition to the same nature as the Federal Hatch

Act to t:y to take the people on the board out of

politics.

SENATOR BERNING:

A1l right. You're entitled to your opinion.

8.

9.

l0.

Then 1et me refer you to page 7 Section 207.

All documents required to be filed with the board under

l3. this act shall be open to reasonable public inspection

l4. except that the statements of economic interest of persons'

l5. appointed from the public to serve on boards and commissions

other than boards and commissions created by the Constitution

shall not be disclosed. One of those would be the Board of

18. Ethics itself. By what stretch of the imagination, again,

l9. should some people be required to make disclosures and others

not? I don't know and I would like to have your comments.

BRUNNER:

22. It's my understanding that th'e reasoning behind that

23.. is to attempt to...to have people which re serving in very

24. often unpaid capacities on boards throughout government to

continue doing that..athat service to the citizens when they're

26. actually not truly in the political arena. That's my under-
#

27. standing of why it's in thyfe. I'm not...

28. SENATOR BERNING:

29. Not in the political arena.

30. BRUNNER:

3l. Not in the sense that you would be for instance if
' 

1 4.

32. you were a State Senaior like yourself.

SENATOR BERNING:

What.o.have you read *he bill?

BRUNNER:

Yes sir, Senator.

SENATOR BERNING:
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.so- -so then we set tq the point where it isn't1. 
, I

a question of public ethics being involved for all2
. .

public servantsrit is only for some limited numbers3
. .

of elecked officials...however, at the cutset 4e4.

pointed out that appointed officials with salaries5
.

6 over 20:000 are involved. What I'm trying point out

isyit seems to me we have sc many inconsiskencies here7. .

that it's difficult for anyone ko know what these. . .this8.

bill is, how we justify it, how we determine for ourselves9.
whether we should have supported or attempt to change itl0

.

or just let it die. Let me then close with one otherl1.
comment and again I'd appreciate your observations if youl2

. .

have any. The ethics measure to a large degree seeks to 'l3
.

contrcl what kind of fund raising activities candidatesl4
.

and officeholiers have, the amounts of money they mayl5.

. generate and how it is spent. In my opihion time, justl6.

time itself , is equally if not mcrq important to any17 
. ,

candidate than doïlars . M d if it needs any other illustration18 .
. j f or you, let me remind you that we have a Governor who paradedl .

back and f orth over the State of Illinois f or months and '2 0 
. x

months and months doing not another single solitary constructive2l
.

l
thing. Now I submit that the expenditure of time is equally22

.

as significant as the expenditure of money so my question23
.

then for your comment is do you think we ought to control24
. '

the time that a person may allocate?25
.

BRUNNER: .26.

Well as I mentioned we haven't taken B position on that .27.

as an organization but however I would agree with you personally.z:. .

SENATOR BERNING :29
. .

I beg your pardon. . .30.
BRUNNER:3l

.
' 

I would agree with you personally. j32.
SENATOR BEMNING: ' l

33. .
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j
' .. 

j1
. Thank you very much.

2. CHAIRMAN:

3. Senator Knuppel. '

4. SENATOR KNUPPEL:

5. sir. here's a couple of short questions. Your

6. organization has been investigating township officials,

7. hasn't it? .

8. BRUNNER:

9. Thatls correct Senator. .

l0. SENATOR KNUPPEL:

ll. And how many township officials roughly are there

l2. in the state of Illinois? ,

l3. BRUNNER: .

l4. I think tkere are about 1700.
15 ENATOR' xNuPrEL: '. S

' l6. Now, you came to some concïusipns I assume from that
' l7. investigation, beca'use you put out a press release. What

.18. percentage of those would you...would you estimate were

l9. engaging in illegal activities or accepting what you would '
N

'; 2 () . call kickbacks?

2l. aRUNNER:

' 22. Well senator, weo..we talked to...in excess of 200 local

23. officials not all of which were township officials.

24 SENATOR KNUPPEL: . 

'

25. All right. What percentage would you say? .

26. BRUNNER; .

27. ...1,11 give you this, 1...1 don't have a percentage

28. but 1'11 give you the actual figures. 69 of the individuals

29. we spoke to told us that they had taken significant kickbacks.

30. SENATOR KNUPPEL:

3l. khat do you call significant?

32. BRUNNER: '

33. Well significant in their..atheir terminology... ..
'
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2.

3.

4.

SENATOR KNDPPEL:

Well, I don't know if they really know becauùe I

read your press release and I think...

BRUNNER:

We're...we're talking about cash, valuable items

in...we're not talking about pens and pencils.

sEuATon KNUPPEL:

youdre..eyoupre not talking about pens and pencils now.

All right.

BRUNNER:

Another 30 individuals told us that they had been

offered significant kickbacks but had not' taken them.

We also posseased through...

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

56 thak'd be approximately 50% had either accepted

or been offered kickbacks. Is this correct? Out of 200

you'd take 30 and.69 in fact a little over. No, just right
at 50%. Right?

BRUNNER:

Ronghly.

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

Okay.

BRUNNER:

6.

7.

8.

9.

l0.

ll.

12.

l3.

l4.

l5.

l6.

l8.

l9.

20.

2l.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

We also possessed evidence from records of corporations

and salesmen involved and indicated that in the fact though

we didn't have admissions there were at least 300 individuals

involved in these particular schemes and thls was just a...
really small...

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

.. .300 out of how many thousand municipal...

BRUNNER:

1...1 can't give you a top figure on that.

SENATOR KNUPPEL:
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. w 1
I1

. All right, but it would have been more than l0,0û0. !
' !

2. Wedve :ot 6,000 different units of local governmeùt haven't

3. we?

4. BRUNNER: '

5. Right. The problem being that not everyone is in

6. discretionary positions on.o.on purchasing.

7 '. SENATOR KNUPPEL :

8. All right. And you..oyou deplore..pyou deplore the

9. lack of public confidence in public officials?

10. BRGCNE R: .

ll. Thates right Senator.

l2. ssxavon xNuPpsL: '
1

l3. Yek, after kalking to only 200 of some 10 to 18,000

l4. officials you issued a press release which shook the confi-

l5. dence I think of every person, every voter in the State of

l6. Illinois in their local elected township and municipal

l7. officials. Now, w'ill you tell me how that press release in

lB. any way tended to restore, maintain or uphold confidence in

l9. public officials?

N20. BRUNUER:

2l. senator, it's not my job to maintain confidence in

22. local officials. My job...
23. SENATOR DIUPPEL: '

24. well, your...that's what youlre here about. You're .

25. concernedo..youfre concerned, we're al1 concerned, if we

26. don't have some public confidence in public officials then

27. the government goes to pot as we know it# democracy is gone.

28. Now, I take exceytion ko an organization such ax yours or the

29 ress which paints everybody with the same brush and does more.... P

30. does aore..pthe press and your organization an; the type of

3l. an indictment it put on the county officials does more to

32. destroy public confidence and if we ever lose public confidence
)

33. in our government the press and the BGA and some of these '

48' 
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3.

4.

organizations that act in the manner in which you ack must

accept the responsibility equally with those public officials

who have violated.

BRUNNER:

Well S#nator. I think that's an interesting theory.' We call

it shoot the messenger, namely that the bad guy is really Walter

Cronkite and ik's not Richard Nixon. And I khink an adequate .. .

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

No. No.

BRUNNLR:

. . .reply was made to that the other night on Channel...

by Ployd Kalber...

SSNATOR KNDPPEL:

No, I..ml...disagree with you. I think that if you found

b' d officials you could have turped that information oversome a

to khe prosecuting authorities.

BRUNNER:

We did that Senator.

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

6.

7.

8.

l0.

ll.

l2.

14.

l5.

l6.

18

l9.

20.

2l.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

2*.

29.

30.

3l.

32.

33.

34.

I think fhat your organization feeds just like a parasite on

deskroying public eonfidence. On finding-voif you don't find any

corrupt public officials you won't have a job. You thrive on that
the same as they sell hewspapérs in the street by putting blazing

headlines on the newspapers. Your very exis'tence the same as thq

existence of many editozial and columnist and other writers de-

pend on dressing things up. If there wasn't one dishonest public

official, you wouldn't have a job so it's important to you to make
the public officials look bad. isn't it?

BRUNNER:

Senator. I don't think I'd have any difficulty finding a

job, but I don't think...
SENATOR KNUPPEL:

Welle I don't really know, I don 't knosf what your abilities

are...
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. BRUNNIR:

2 z* 't think that we're going to
..,I was formerly. ... don

3 . a special Attorney witiz the Justice Department 
, senator .

4 . SENATOR KNUPPEL : ,

s' But it certainly. . .it certainly keeps the organization

6. going if you do find politicians that are
.

7* BRUNNER: '

8* That's part of our.. .that's part of the process of

9. 'our organization .. .

l0. sEuwvoR KuuPpEL:

ll. you'd haveo . .you'd have no purpose then, would you?

l2- :RUUUER: ,

l3. t of our orsanization- . .only part of it... 'par

l4. ssxaToa KNupPsL:

l5. you'd have no purpoae if. . oif ycn didn't believe that
' l6. there were corrupt public officials

, you could aban..oabandon
' 

l7. l d investigative functions of kour organization.this so-cal e
' l9. Now, one other thing. How will this particular piece of

l9. lesislation
, how would it have, if it had been on the books

20 '' @ have prevented a spiro Agnewe an otto Xerner or any other

' 2Z' individual who has beeno . owho has violated laws and thaE
22. ' f h thss oughtyou ve cited as. . .as some type of an example w y

23. to be enacted and I'd like to know - in other words
, I don't

24. care to put. . .fill the books with useless legislation -

25- how will this
v w vhow would this have hylped us find Spiro

' 26. Agnew or any of these other officials who took koo. . .kickbacks?
' 

27* BRUNNER:

29. woll senator, apparently I wasn't speaking clearly into the

29 i h but that wa's really the jist of what I was trying* m CrOP One

30. to sav in the formal remarks. namelv this leqislation in my i
. *' . ' '' '+

' 

'e @ - i
@

'

3l. opinion èi1l not catch people. This legislation will.merely

32. help citizens to feel that voufre being more honest with tbem

33. which I think is necessary in view of the fact that the

34. record of public officials in the State of Illinois is
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

l0.

ll.

l2.

l3.

l4.

l 5 '

16.

l7.

l8.

19.

20.

2l.

22.

so horrendous.

SENATOR KNUPPEL:

Well, will you cite ae what's so horrendous about it? Will. . .

will you name me names out of the hundreds and thousands of

men who have served in the General Assembly and in the

elective positions in lzis State government who have been

found guilty and whose appeal time has run who have violated.

Now, you just canlt, you can cite Kerner, his matter is
still on appeal. You can cite one or two individuals who

have violaEed the income tax law but I don't...you haven't

answered my question, you haven't cited one way that this

bill or any other bill will restore public confidence or find

or cakch or prevent in anyway those people because the Bibte's

been written a long time and most people have been exposed to

that an'd they still violate.

CHAIDNG :

Senator Partee.

SENATOR PARTEE:

Mr. Chairmane I just wanted to introduce a group of
students from the Tanner Sdhool at 73rd and Langley in Chicaqo

and I'd ask them a11 to stand and be recognized by the Senate.

CHAIRMAN:

Senator McBroom.

SENATOR MCBROOM:

. . .Thank you senator Ozinqa. I wanted to take this

opportunity to announce that there will not be a meeting of

the senate Appropriations Uonmittee. It was scheduled as you

know Senator a: 4 p.m. today in *he Senate Chambers. The

bill involved was the appropriation measure for the Governor

. . .Governor Walker's refund tax package which was recently

killed in the jenate Executive Committee so the meèting of

the Appropriations committee would be moot. I've discussed

it kith Senator H#nes and he's in acco'rdance with me there

will not be a meeting of the senate Appropriations Committee.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

3l.

32.

33.

34 .
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1 . . '

l cnazpxax :* .

2. senator Mohr.

3. SENATOR MOHR: .

4. Yes Mr. Brunner, many of my guestions have been answered.

5. I would just ask a couple very briefly. ...You feel the...

6. the time is hqre thak we should do something about...ethics

7. legislation or campaign disclosure. You feel the people are

8. demanding this?

9. BRtmNEn: '

l0. I do. I think that the arqument concerning mail was

l1. very adequately answered this morning. If you saw the Today

l2. show, Richard scannon the political expert from NBC - they
t

l3. noted and I know that senator Percy has said on numerous

14. occasions recently that he'd had 950 telegrams for impeachmenk

15 d only 30 against. But, seannon made the poink that youbre. * an

l6. obviously getting a few articùlate people khat are willing to

l7. kake the time to kxite a letter. Now, I talked to groups

18. probably three or four times a week throughout the mekropolitan

l9. chicago area from the National Association of Accountants .

20. recenkly to the Tool and Die Institute, to groups of a11

21. different sorts of people and I think the sentiment is unanimous :

22. that the people are very unhappy. I might just add that in the
23. past year i think a function of that disenchantment has been

24. the fact that our membership has doubled in the pask year. Now,

25. I can't give you any other reason other than people are very

26. unhappy with politics in çeneral for citizen's organization

27. that does what we do to have their membership and their fund-

28. :ng so way up.

29. SENATOR MOHR:

3û. of course you disclosed all of your contributions, do you

31. not? '

32. BRUNNER:

l 33. We don't disclose our contributions: we list the major .

' ï
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1. contributors on the back of the annual report on.vothrough

2. the Board of Directors. ' .

' I3 
. SENATOR MOHR: , 

'

4. Well, would dzat information be available if someone

5. were to ask for it? '

6. BRUNNER:

7. wo, itls not.

8. SENATOR MOlIR: .

9. I see, You think that this would be confidential.

l0. BRUNPPER:

l1. Well. we...we had a real debate on that. It's the view

l2. of the Board of Directors that it's a private orgapization ,

l3. and we're.v.we're not a public body and that therefore we don't

l4. have to disclose. However, there is a.a.certainly a very strong

15 iew i2 our orsanization that we ought to..wought to disclose.* V
l6. I think that probably that's going to happen in the near

.17. future.

l8. SENATOR MOHR: .

l9. z.. .z would take issue with you on senator Percy's
N

20 : tistics. 'z could go out this afternoon and get that money.... S a
)

'

2l. many to have him ousted from office koo. I donet think I

22. want to concern myself today with what's happening on the

23. national scene . I'm cbncerned about here in Illinois and

24. what the o. .the.people think about us as Legislators and a11

25. elected officials in l,e state. I have had one letter on...

26. and posslbly tsço on...on ethics in the last year and a half.
' 27. onè thing that really surprised me, y'know if...if thcre is

. * . @

28. such a need, such an outcry from the people.o.state of Illinois,

29. Paul simon for l5, l7, 19 years whatever he was in the Legis-

30. lature was one that preached this almost on a daily basis. A

3l. man that went through the state of Illinois.w.telling the people

32. Ehat y'know he was certainly for open campaigns and ethics and all

33. the good things that people like to hearp..ulen on the other
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2.

4.

6.

8.

9.

l0.

l2.

l3.

l4.

k5.

l6.

l7.

l8.

2l.

22.

23..

hand he ran againsi a m an that said nothing and did promise

to disclose his campaign contributions and hasn't done so and

there arù some very questionable contributions that we are

aware of and I think maybe the BGA ought to be concerned with

thaE maybe rather than the little couple of dollars that theylre

talking about with township officials which Senator Knuppel

touched on. But here we are today talking about ethics and a

bill sponsored by the Governor of the State of Illinois and

he has told the people nothing. How do you...how do you justify

that - a man that has done nothing in this area defeating a

man that has supported this idea for years and years and years

y'know was certainly...respected by this Body. How, y'know

howo..how do you justify our voting for somethipg that we donft'

hear from the people on when you see a situation like this

take place.

BRLUNER: %

'

I think there a number of possible reasons why youlre

not hearing from people, one of which might be that citizens of

the State of Illinois have become so cynical that they don't

think it's worthwhile to even bother to write tq you. That's

one real possibility.

SENATOR MOHR :

Well, we hear..owe hear from them on almost every other

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

3l.

issue.

BRUNNER :

But do you hear from the average citizen I wonder or do<

' 

;#

you hear from people that are talking about their own particular1.

thing whether theyfre...letls say theyQre National Rifle

Association member or I belong to Trout Unlimited or Ducks

Unlimited... we might'write on behalf of that but do you hear

from them about the basics of government? I wonder.
. # .

SENATOR MOHR :

We hear from them on every subject' in which theylre

interested in - in every subject. Now so/e more than others:

33.

34.
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1. gun legislation from the sportsmen, motorcycle riders
. 12. and the helmet law. people opposed and some for the

3. income tax, mental healdu every
. ..ERh, yeah they..., 

j4
. the teachers. We hear from them loud and stron

g on every j
5. issue and on tlis one it%s way, way down. It's probably 1' 

$6. the one that in my...in my area I've heard the least about.
7. 1. y'know . . .l just don't..obut I uant to qet back to
8. howl . .ylknow, what incentive is there for example when

9. you see a man like Paul Simon who
s . pwho was a devoted

l0. public servant for all those years
. Evcrybody knew *hai

ll. he stood for,being defeated by somebody . . onot too many

l2. people knew anything about and they don't Xnow an
ymore

l3. about him today other than he hasn't fulfilled his promises.
l4. He hasn't disclosed his caapaign contribdtions as he

. . .he

15. told us he wouid and yet here
. .ohere's the man that's giving

16. us the. .pthe ethics legislation that wedre talking about

l7. koday . I,. y'know...I... ' ' 
.

18 . BRUNNE;R: 
i

19. Well, I think youlre asking the Rind of political

20. queskion that people have written about for the last 2500 years *
2l. or maybe 3. . .3ûûD. I happen to be an admirer of Paul Simon

, I
22. feel the way you do

, however, I would think at this particular
23. point he's probably not really feeling a11 that bad because
24. I khink he's consistently done what he felt was to be righk and
25- I don't think when youo . .when you lose and you take the positions

26. you thought were pro'per that khere was anything to be ashaméd of.
2?* SENATOR MOHR:

28. se's a lot like Governor Ogilvie in khat respeet
.

29. BRUNNER:

j ' '30- Well? Iv..you.. .you re drawing me inko a ...into a business

3l. which we are not in anymore
. I' 

j32 . SENATOR MOHR:

33. ...1...1 just wonder y'know how...how you can convince :

' 

t
j' 

- l' . q
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1. khe Members of this Senate to support this kind of legislation

2. when you see what it does to a. . .fellorf hember of this Body I

3. that performed so well for so' many years. You qet a lot of

4. thanks for being that kind of dedicated guy and. w .but the thing

5. and 1'11 close with thiso p othe thing that..vthat really bothers me,

6. is here we have bills introduced by somebody that just hasn't
7. he. . .he's asking for this legislation now, he's promised to dis-

8. close his income and he hasn't done it. Y'know wedre dealing

9. with a lot ofp w.lot of people that talk out of both sides of

10. their face today and 1
. . .1 have said here before on the last

l1. meetinq of this subject that I personally would love to have

l2. all of these bills laid righk on the Governor's desk and let
. t

l3. him see what he would do with them. 1'11 close with that,

l4. there's no. . .

15 . CHAIRA:AN :

l6. senator Glass. 
'

l7. SENATOR GLAss:

l8. I have just one brief question, Mr. Brunner. We havc had .

l9* bills introduced that include local officials and dzis

20. one does not .and 1...1 think Senator Berning was...was

21. queskioning you on thak subjeck. Does the BGA or do you have

22. an opinion as to whether local officialso . .local government of-

23. ficials should be included in .campaign disclosure legislation?

24. BRUNNER: '

25 z don't have a view on that because our Board didn't take a
26. position on the campaign disclosure. I do have a few concerning

27. the economic'interest and I thlnk the answer is yes, because con-

28. trary ko Senato'r xnuspel's view, the people that we talked to

29. throughout the state of Illinois almost invariably told us -

30. the local governmental officials - that the kind of kickback

31. scheme we're talking about was a kay of life in the business.

32. A county road commissioner from Jacksonville county said look/
' 

- - n - . -- .w.uzwvuuu== -- *33. I only took these two or three gift certificaEe: and I've for-

34. gotten what the total dollar val.pmamount was, but ha said I
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3.

4.

5.

6.

could have picked up an additional two or three thousand

dollars a year. It goes on all th4 time and what's occurring

in that scheme theoavwhat's Wronq with it is, not so much khe

indivldual township commissioner took something, is thak in

effect he ripped off the taxpayers because he sot overpriced

goods that were often unneeded because of these .. .of thesc

kickbacks.

SENATOR GLASS:

Well, I...on...on that point I didnêt want to geE into

a debate and they are covered of course under the present

economic disclosure law...

BRUNNER:

Whieh we don't think is effective.

SENATOR GLASS:

8.

9.

l0.

ll.

12.

l3.

14.

l5.

16.

l7.

18.

l9.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

3l.

32.

33.

You suggest it should..oit should be more detailed.

BRUNNER:

Exackly, because I think that thea..the lawsuits that

arose out of the last..wlast study which we do shows that

the legislation obviously just doesn't have any keeth at
all.

CHAIRMAN:

Senator Merritk.

SENATOR MERRITTT.

Yes, Mr. Brunner, 1...1 don't know your'exack title,

youfre Executive Director, Executive Secretary of the BGA? '

BRUNNER:

That's côrrect? Executive Director.

SENATOR ME RRITT:

lxecutive Director. I jus: happen Eo preface my remarks
b i I just happen to have a very high regard for BGAy say ng #

have for many yearse althouqh khey donfk come aown to my area,

downstate in the country. I've followed it With great interest

when I first came into the Senate in 1965 whel Geotè'èr-Mahin wâs
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2.

3.

4.

7.

8.

l0.

l1.

l2.

l4.

l5.

l6.

17.

l8.

l9.

20.

2l.

there. Followed it with inkerest evqr since. Now, after

having prefaced those remarks I wap utterly amazed Terry

at your rdmarks I believe over the weekend that perhaps

copld have been a taped show that came on WCIA Channel 3 at

Champaign at either Saturday evening or sunday evening,

I forgek which of this past week. I was amazed: although

there are times in my life in the past that I never

thought a Chriskmas gift of a pen or a pencil or a box of

candy was significant, but in that particular interview on

Channel 3 if I remembered you as saying and I cantk quote

you exactly, it was something to this, at least it inferred

this: that you were not looking at the small items Whether

it be ten or twenty dollars or something, you were looking

for larger items. The longer I reflected on that evening

and in talking it...khe prosram over with my wife, we both

came to the conclusion just when does black become white.

Where do you start from in honesty froD zero or a hundred

dollars or a thousand dollars or where? Now, do youo.vcan

you question my sincerety in wondering where your sincerety

is, where honesty begins? Am I quoting you wrong?

BRUNNER:

Senakor, I think that the jist of what we were trying
to say there was that in a prosecutive sense that we were

not recommending or asking local district attorneys to pro-

secute someone under khe Illinois Bribery statute for takihg

a pen and pencil set or a ten dollar item. Where often

these people'felt that there was no criminal intent formed by

them because they didn't know there was anytbing wrong With it.

And I thin: Uàat it's necessary before you should prosecute

someone criminally to make doggone sure you understand that

they knew they were doing something wrong. And this has

become such a way of life at that level in smaller amounts

that there was a real problem with prdsecution-''' -- We-kd:e

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.
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2.

3.

4.

6.

7.

9.

l0.

not condoning however the taking of that because as I

mentioned to senator Ulass what we'think is wrong with

it is, Nze fact that the public officials selïs out his

impartial judgement which he owes to the taxpayers by

taking these gifts and he no longer .exercises his judge-

ment in a purchasing sanse in an impartial honest way...

buys thlngs he doesn't need and pays too much just because

somebody is giving him something.

SENATOR MERRITT:

. . .1 ean understand all that, but who's going to be

judge and jury and who's going to decide just exactly where

you're goingoo.to draw that fine gray line, between black

and white?

BRUNNER :

Well senator, I think the judge and jury exist at two

levels, the first being it haso..there has to be a judgement

made by the local states attorney but the second judgemenk
has to be made by Ele taxpayers that live in the district

of the public official. Welre talking about two levels of

conduct. Nuiher one. is it criminal and secondly: is it

right? And very often that distinction becomes very fuzzy.

consistently wefre asked at press conferences well, what law

did this man violate? 'Well: maybe he didn't violate a specific

statute of the'state of Illinois or maybe the statutes that

he potentially did violate isn't a very effective one. But

the point is, did he properly represent the people who have

made him their attorney or .their agent or their trustee?

SENATOR MERRITT:

Well, to me youdre...youlre either guilty of wronqdoing

or you aren't and I don': care what you say Terry and if

you're just trying to defend the small gift if...if I1m
guilty of qoing into my employers till and kaking so much

as a dimc, I'm guilty. Youere either going to be honest

l2.

13.

l4.

l5.

l6.
.17.

l8.

l9.

20.

2l.

22.

23.

24.
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26.

27.
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29.

30.

3l.

32.

33.
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1. in private life, in government and everywhere or you lre

2. not going to be. I just can't understand any different

3. sir. Anyway 1'11 get off of that
.

4. BRUINER: ''

5. I agree with you Senator .

6. SENATOR MERRITT:

7. .. .1:11 get off of thak. Now, you I think in my mind .

8 maybe you didn't intend to I'm noE criticizing you of* , .

9. evaded a question a minute ago
v maybe it was Senatot Glass

l0. or...where you saïd you thought that all officials were
ll. covered or that you hoped they were covered under the ethics

l2. statement and you .. pas you Well know' they a11 are now and

l3. I'p happy I could have voted for that legislation because . 
.

l4. it included every elected public official as you well know

15 .' Terry . -

l6. BRUNNER:

l7. I do senator
, but I don't think that thak piece of

l%. legislation is doing the job it was intended Eo do that

l9. was.- my point.

20. SENATOR MERRITT: 
.

2l. It certainly discloses everything itls supposed to '

22. and my next part of my question is, now that werve included
23. them and thank God I could go back home and almost snile

24. in the faces of many fine people who criticized me for getting

. 25. them involved with the filing and I said
, isn't it too bad

A26. khat all of us are in the same boat now
. Now, I come to the

q27. rest of my question. If we saw fit to do it at EhaE level,

28. then why in the world should we consider any cam/akgn dls-
29. closure act that does pot include every elected publlc of-

30. ficial in the state of Illinois
. Now? tell me why there's

. * @
3l. any rhymë or reason iM.leaving anybody opt?

32. BRUNNER: . ' 1
33. I can't give #ou a good answer for that because m agree '

6 0 ' ' -
*4 . ------' ' '



2.

with you Senator.' I think the legislation ought to

include everyone..

SENATOR MERRITT:

Okay. It's always been my contention. I might be

very willing to support that? the same as I did the ethics

when we include everybody. And then I want to see every-

body go back home and face thousands.upon thousands upon

thousands of qlected'officials throughout this State of

Illinois and say, now youbre all going to live accordinq

to the same termà that your governor, your state officers,

your state representatives and state senators and the rest

of us and under those terms and only those terms could I
. 1

in good conscience suppcrt this type of legislation otherwise

I'm making myself, state representative and my colleagues

here, the Governor on down with the other elected state

officials second class citizens. That's.what welre saying.

We're dishonest at this levelqand you're honest back home.

To me it's that simple and I'm glad tc hear your statement

Terry. Thank...

CHAIRMAN:

Senator Bell.

SENATOR BELL:

Well, Mr. Brunner, you represent the Better Government

Associatioh. Might I ask you to restate to this Body just
basically what the BGA does?

BRUNNER:

Well, we...we have members, we make contributions, we

give us a budéet by which we use that money to hire investigators

to look at waste, inefficiency and corruption at a1l levels

of Illinois. We do thak in conjunction with the media. And we

attempt to disseminate that information to people so that they

can know how government operates in an educational sense and

hopefully demand more from .their government.

l0.

1l.

l3.

14.

l5.

17.

1e.

l9.

20.
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22.

23.
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3.

4.

5.

SENATOR BELL:

Thus what youdre describing is one of a watchdog type

of activity.

BRUNNER:

That's correct S/nator.

SENATOR BELL:

Do you pretend to represent the viewpoints of Ehe

people of the State of Illinois?

BRUNNER:

N9# I don't think we really do pretend to represent the

viewpoints...

SENATOR BELL:

. . .Your viewpoint is solely one then of what you as .

an association believe is going to bring better government

to the people of the State of Illinois in theo-.in the

opinion of your association.

BRUNNER:

That's correct Senator.

SENATOR BELL:

8.

9.

l0.

ll.

l2.

l3.

l4.

l5.

16.

l7.

18.

20.

21.

22.

How many members are there to your association?

BRUNNER :

Little less than 2#0ûû- .-.corporation.

24.

25.

26.

SENATOR BELL:

Are you...ate you' here töday

one particular.bill over another?

BRUNNER:

No, Senator.

SENATOR BELL:

Youfre here cnly to testify as to the need - as far

as the BGA sees it - as to the need of ethiœ legislation

in this State.

BRUNNER:

reference to supporting

28.

29.

30.

3l.

32.

33. That's correct.
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1. SENATOR BELL:

2. Now, youeve conducted an investigation, the BGA, here

3. just recently that involved scrutinizing a large number of

4. public officials evidently at the township level. We just...
5. BRUNNBR; .

6. 80th local and municipal...

7. SENATOR BELL:

B. Local and municipalities, all riqht. WeVve also

9. gone through in Ehe past six months a heart rendering

l0. situation in this country thak would promulgate or force the

ll. BGA to more aggressively address itself to this situation.

l2. I means this is my opinion. Would you agree to that?
. l

l3. BRDNNER:

l4. Well, I...if I might make one thing clear. The reason

15 one' of the reasons thak we looked at township officials is

' l6. very ofken wedre crikicized foro..running inveskigations for

' 
.17. instance in chicago area which concentrate on the Democratic

l8. organization. We don't think that's right. We want to look

l9. at everybody in the same aanner equally and we thought that
N

. 20. it was imporkank to take a look at the smallest local government

. 2l. as well as the people that are normally scrutinized at the '

22. other end of the spectrum . Obviously a skate senator or a

23. governor or a mayor of. a large city undergoes a much more

' 24. thorough scrutiny from newspapers or an organization like
, 

- . -- - - -' '

25 ourselves or the taxpayers than does a local governmental '

26. official. so we thought it...it was important to alert people

27. to how govethment works at Ehe local level as well.
' 28. SENATOR BELL:

29. Do you endorse candidates?

30. BRUNNER:

31. No sir, we do not. '

32. SENATOR BELL:
.. .- .- .- ....- ... u==r--' '

33. That s all. Thank you.
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I
2. Senator Soper.

' 3. SENATOR SOPER: .

4. ...Mr. Witness, I think you were here when Congressman

5. Mikva testified? .

6 BRUNNER: '

7. Yes sir, I was.

8. SENATOR SOPER:

9. I asked him a few questions as to his idea on loans that

l0. are made and how they should be collected. ...Have you any idea

' ll. On...on loans that are made to a candidate? And what the

l2. colleckibility...those loans should be, how they should be
. t

l3. collected or honored?

14. BRUNNER:

l5. I really don't have any expertise on that. I hate to

l6. admit I donlt know anything about ih but I really dongt.

17. SENATOR SOPER:

l8. Well, I was just wondering...if you could tell me the

l9. reason for this type of legislation. Why do you think we

20. need this legislation? What do you think it'll do? N

2l. BRUNNER: 1

22. The general ethics leqislation? '

23. SENATOR SOPER:

24. Yes.

25. BRUNNER: .

;6. Well I think that al1 it's goini to do is signal the
27. citizens cf the State that you#re.p.serious and sincere and

J8. that you've got nothinq to hide. I think tXe arguments were

;9. made very well in the debate last week for the legislation I

3'0. because I think it's necessary to say to pebple look, wefre

i3l. not hiding anything. There's nothing to hide. The over-

32. whelming majority I agree w1th you - public officials in
I

33. this State - are trying to do the best possiblç jpk-lhey can. .
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1. And I think youdve got to tell people that t
o counteract

2. as Senator Knuppel poin
. . apointed out the unfpvorable publicity

3. which is so wide ransing wh ich occurs from those few public
4. officials who are caught doing pomething wrong

.

,5. SENATOR SOPER:

6 Now let#s.. .before the question was askede do you think* :
7. that this sort of legislation would have prevented anything
g. that they say thatp . .that Secretary of State, Powell was in-
9. volved in or any of thak sork of thing. Do you think that
l0. this legislation would have prevented that?

11 BRUNNER:'
' 

12 x sir z do not. 
' 

.* O , 
.

l3. SENATOR EOPER:

l4. Now , do you think that if a man divulges everything that

15. he has when he's running for an offic'a he...he bares his
, l6. soul as far as his assets are eoncerned and his liabilities
' l7. a,e concerned, do.you think that...that's a necessary aspect

l8. to honesty.

l9. BRUNNSR: 
x

' 20. .oThat question I think is a very good one and it was

2l. asked in the House on Monday and I was certainly if you'te '
22. . qoing to weigh it on a scale not put that in nearly the
23. w w ogive that the importanee that the disclosure of economic

24. interest gets because 1. . .1 really don't see the importance
25. of how much your total net worth is

. That.p.not being the
. #

26. important thing but the impprtant thing being who contribuked
- 27. money to you and who do you do business with because these

2V. are the facts
, the only reason for the facEs is tha: so in-

29. dividual citizens can take a look at how you vote and ho
w you

30. perform as a legislakor and compare that with who youpre involved

3l. with in a business sense and who youere involved with in a con-
32. tribution sense. .

33. SrNATOR SOPER:
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l Yesrbut suppcse...ydknow for instance 1'11 take

2 myself, I know myself best of anybody I suppose as far

a as my assets and my liabilities and so forth are con- '

4 cerned and I tell ya I come from Czeck parentage and

s we have an axiom where we buy on credit and we put a

, hundred percent down and we have no payments left so6
.

7 1...1 have...l have no mortgages as far as I#m con-

g cerned and I never buy anything unless I can pay for

it. Now,do you think that I should state - I own some9
.

properEies - and I should stake what they are and howl0. .

I earned the money to...to buy these properites or what-l1.

ever assets I have. Do you think that I..-that shourd be in thel2
.

. ..in the ethics legislation, we should reveal that?l3
. ,

BRUNNER: 'l4. .

I think you should reveal the property that you own.l5.

l6.

7 ...Now that's one phase. Do you think that if I reveal1
. .

8 everything that I've got before I1m even elected to anythinql 
.

19 I have to reveal everything that that is going to make me a

zc honest legislator?

BRUNNER :2l.

22. No sir Senator, I don't think it will.

23 . SENATOR SOPER:

24 Well I just can't understand...if a fella's going to

25 run for an ôffice no matter what he has...I don't kncw hcw

7E ...what companies that I may have earned money with during
#

27 my law career. I...r don't represent any utilities. I don't
'.

7n represent the BGA. I don't represent the Tribune, the Sun-

z9. Times, the Daily News... I qot a call one day and they asked

ac me if I was a insurance broker and the fella said he Was With

3k the metropolitan newspaper. And I said yes, what kind of policy

2 do you wént. He said no, no, we don't want to buy any insurance.3 .

I said èall I thought that #ou were goinq to accommodate me '33
.
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l0.

ll.

l2.
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20.

2l.
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30.

31.
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33.

and have me place a policy for your newspaper. He said no,
al1 we want to find out is if this.beinu an insurance broker
ifo..when you got this license. Well ak thak time I#d been

elected for six years before that. I said v.'ell, I got my

license in 1931. Well: the one question was that. ..did the

influence that you had as a...as a legislator get you a

license, the broker's license. I said well, I don't think so

because I don't think anybody in '3l thought that I'd amount

ko a hill of beans as far as politics was concerned so I don't

think that was a consideration. And then they asked me, well

. ..your insurance brokers now you receive some business from

. . .from utilities or somebody. I said well: 1:11 tell you what
. '*' %

. a ohow much I got in commissions last year and I think it Was about

four hundred and thirty dollars I received in commissions so I don't

think I was too dishonest. I think I got that. . .it just fell
off the table accidentally by people that I insured since 1930

sometime. But that's how deep some of these things go no matter

what you do everybody wants to know if you use some influence

to receive something. Now, do you think that I should divulge

everything khat I own before I eveno..l'm elected to an office. And

you feel that that's necessary so that people should know what

I have or what I don't have. Now I find two faults with that,

maybe three. one is, if you don't have very much people think

you're a bum and...and they don't want bums in office they

think you have to stea). So the poor fellow's who's honest

and wants to improve hism..his way in life and wants to be a

politlcian o/...or a statesman or uhatever you call 'hem wants

to be elected to office and he wants to serve and he's honest about

it. Heds...now he's designated as a bum because he doesnît havc much.

Then, suppose he has a lot of money, then they say, well that guy

. . ouhat the hell does hewo.pardon me, what does he want to qet

in politics for? He..ohasn't he got enough already? So that's

two strikes on him. Now he eieher has to. pohe has camëpaigned
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and negate all these...these impressions. lkow the ttird. ..third

reason that I find is if..psome of my colleaques are
'

collectors . They collect coins , stamps , books , and every

imaginable thing that can be collected f rom bottle tops

to campaign posters and if you '#e ever tried to insure

any of these items you f 11 f ind that it ' s impossible if you

want. . .as f ar as the premitzms are concerned . So they . . .

jaitems are too bulky and t ey like to have them around to

show them to their friends, let people know thato.sthat

they're well-versed in this collection item...they..pthey

have to keep them around their office or at their home.

Now, if a man puEs thatw..he divulges that when he.oowhen he

runs for office he's a target for twoe..two typds of people.

Eithnr a burglar or a kidnapper. ...say, well we know that

youlve got so many thousand of dollars of coins or negotiable

bonds we're holding AunE Minnie out 'nere. Y'know a fella

doesn't want to say, well it's too bad you got Aunt Minnie but

she's on my wife's side see because you'd get in a fight with

your wife. Now, those are some reasons that I have about this

stating what you own before you even get into public office.

Now, if you really v/ant to...if you really kzank to have an

ethics bill you want to have a bill that would mean something as

far as campaign contributions are concerned there's one loophole

in this...in a11 khese ethics bills. And the loophole is this,

it says you've got to divulge if you made a loan. Now, it

doesn't say that you got to collect.z.that the.o.that the bor-

rower or the-- on ehe one that loans ehe money has to ever collect

the money, all you have to do is say. I borrowed $20,000 or

$30,000 for my campaign and then show how you paid out the

money. You don'k have to put in any collateral. You don't

have to .give anybody a notew..thatds.ooas far as 1. hear of

. . .happened Cately. And there doesn't have to be a dûe date

on the collectibility. Would you be adversed to anyone that
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for instance loans money to a candidate and he loans it

without interest and without a note just because of the

fact that he believes inpolhe believes that poor. . opoor men

or =en ofp.zoh, means that are not substantial should have

the...should have the right ande. .and to run for office and

be able to present himself properly and if he feels that he

wants to loan this Doney and guy's of good government or

receiving good officials...good officials to be elected that

he should do the'same thing for an equally poor candidqte that

.. othat is an opponent? We have kwo honest men now saying

they're :0th poor but one is...has the. . ehas a friend will

loan him say i20,QQ0 or $5:000 without a note. Don't you thinkt

thak that other candidate should have thç right to get some of

thak Roney?

BRUNNER:

1...1 really dcn't have an' opinion on thak Senator.

SENATOR SOPER :

Well, now let's take another phase of this. Let's say

that that's a very deceptive way of giving somebody some

money, some campaign money knowinq that it's never going

to be collected if there's no collateral. If a campaign...

man campaiqning for office receives say and sets forth that

he has received a loan I think that the ethics, the commission

or whatever wefll have to administer this thing should be pro-

vided kith a due date on that note and there shculd be. . aa note

should be given and if it's given without interest that if that

note isn't honestly collected or put in for a collection then

I think the ethics commission should have the right Eo sue on

that note and collect the Doney and put it in the. o .p.ut it in

the pot forlooto.ovto administer this ethkcs act and thcn you

would get away from the fraud. But I think that any loans

that are made in the guise of...any campaign contributions that

are made in the guise of a loan are total frauds. And do you
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I
l think that anybody that comes out after a campaiqn and there's

2 there are questions about campaign contributions that@ * ***

3. it seems very queer that all of a sudden that campaign

4. contribution becomes a loan. Y'see that's...that's

5 h t I'd like to avoid. I'd like to keep everybody hon'est. w a

6. no makter who they are. ...If youdve got some ideas on

7. that, youeve got a staff, I'd like to have you come up in the

g ' v ,. next couple of days and maybe we 11 put an amendment on

9- some of these bills. And that's the biggest loophole that

l0. I see in this. can you comment on that at all?

l1. BRUNNER:

12. well, obviously Senator I have to agree llstening to you t

l3. speak that that would be a loophole. I think that...l par-

l4. ticipated in an investigation in Ohio of loans which were

15 made u'nder the
o o owelle cameo.oapparently came within the

l6. pervue of the federal statute from Beggs, I khink ik's

. 
*17. Section 18 USC 210 and they were real problems with the

l8. statute . I think ik's a very difficult area. It's just that '
l9. we haven't looked at it and our organization's expressed no

5

20. view so I.. .i really feel like T'm walking way out on the
I

21. edge of the turf when I. ..if I'm going to tell you I feel '

22. strongly one way or the other cause I just don't have sort

i3 ' ' '. of feeling.
24. SSNATOR soprn:'

25. Well, if you get some ideas on that, Ifd like to hear

26. about ik.

27. BRUNNER: 
.

28. Fine sir.

29. SENATOR SOPIR: .

30. Thank you very much.

31 . CHAIRLIAN :

32. senator partee.. '

33. SENATOR PARTEE: '
. p

lb .
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l0.

Sir, I've been listening pretty carefully to the

questioni and to my mind there is at least a division

between the two approaches to ethics legislation
. Wefll

call it generally and the other the campaign disclosure

legislation. ...Have you an awarencss of the law which

is now statutory...in this State on the question of ethics

you knou...youfre aware. . .familiar...

BRUDNER:

Yes sit Senator.

SENATOR PARTEE:

Have you had any occasion to compare that law - its
12* breadth and impact against any comparable laws in any other
l3. states?

l4. BRUNNSR:

Yes we have.

l6. SENATOR PARTEE:

l7. Do you find that we do
, that the Illinois...present

lB- Illinois Ethics Act is perhaps the strongesE law of its kind
l9- in the united states and any state

.

20. BRUNXER,

21. think that's probably true at this point.
aa .* SENATOR PARTEE:

23. so at least you would give us credit I hope for having
24. done .t this state level what no other State has done in terms
25- of strength

, breadth and impact in an ethics law. Thank you
#

26. and z want you to know that it wasn't easy to accomplish.
27 . sntxxzR:

2t. I understand that senator
- -l.-.l'm.p-what welre merely

29. saying is that we undeistand that how tough it was and how much

30. it was needed but there are problexs with the presqnt statute is
31. I'm sure you'll. . .you recognize yourself...

32. SENATOR PARTEE:

33. Pine. Let me say that.p.

71 .
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BRUNNER:

. . .but we'd like to see it becope more effective.

3.

4.
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SENATOR PARTEE:

Sure. I've.pvnever had the pleasure of being involved

with many things that were really perfect. You know, we just

sort of fan our ways along and try to get something that

approaches perfection and we have y'know come across the per-

fection yet, but it is the strongest law of its kind in the

United states and I think that's a salutary kind of posture

and position to come from. Now, we're talkinq about what

appears to me to be the other end of that spectrum and that

is the eampaicn disclosure loss. IIm suggesting to you that

some of the matt:rs thak are suggesked in khe campaign dis-

closure law I-personally feel and absolutely no approbation

and silability in this particular Leqisliture. Let me give

you an example. Do you really khink that it is important

for a person running for office to be compelled to give his

net worth to the voters?

BRUNNER:

Well there Senator. think weere back talking about the

economic disclosure aspects and as I said in response to an

earlier question, I think that that's one of the number of

fackors which helps a citizen get an economic portrait so

to speak of the person who's representing him. don't think

that that particular aspect, that one factor is nearly so

important as I menkioned as I...to know what property you owned,

where it's located let's say, whnre your contribuEions are

coming from and who.v.who youere involved With in a business

sense. I don't 'hink whether or not your net vorth happens to

be $25,000 or $225,000 or $525,000 is a...is ah important factor

in choosing who you...ought to represent you.

SENATOR PARTEE:

Well, you say you donlt think itfs an kmportant factor...
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. . j
1. BRUNNER: $
2. I don't think it's a very important factor: no.

3. SENATOR PARTEE: '

4. ..omake that choice. Wetl, 1et me suggest to you

5. that it occurs to me that it would be an inordinately '

6. important factor if that were acquired. Now let me just
7. suggest this. I can envision several kinds of elections

8. where persons may .be pitted against one the other maybe .

9. even in a primary or in a general election where the

l0. voter has one more aspect to consider in that candidateîs

ll. overall worth value or assessment. People, I think, evaluate

12. candidates if they've been around for a period on the basis of 
t

l3. their record and dzey evaluate their opponent in some instances

l4. on. . oon the basis of their prospective future. Now let's

l5. assume that you have a young person coming out of a university
,

l6. maybe 22 or 23 years of age who perhaps has some debts or

. 17. obligations, maybe he owes the school tuition that's payable

l8. over a period of time and he's running against a person
, let .

19 ho is 4: or 45 years of age who's had time at the market-. us say W
N

20. place to accumulate some stocks or bonds or some real estate or what-

21. ever and when the voter compares those two persons
e they compare those

12. two persons not only on the basis on whak their past has been or

23. whak their future may be. but to take into consideration another

24. thing the difference in their value as in the marketplace as it

25. were and isn't it possible that some person who is absolutely

26. a desirabie kind of candidate may not receive the kind of support he

. 27. ought to rece-ive because he doesnlt have as much money as the person

28. he's running against. But that just sort of disturbs me and it par-
29. ticularly diskurbs me when we're living in a country and a state

3t. where it seems that often sometimes goes to the person who is capable

3l. of producing the most campaign fu/ds. I think it's a terrible

32. kind of futuristic approach to llfe as I 'see it her where

33. peoplc of good birth, people of inEegrkky are denied public
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11. office beeause their parents perhaps didn't happen to be born

2. wealthy and they didn't probably happen to have a lot of

3. inherited money. Nog that'p one of the aspects of this '

4. that troubles me. Now letls get to the...

5 . BRUNNER : . '

6. . . osenator 1...1 don't think we disagree. Mypoomy

7. point was, that I think that the net worth aspect may be a

8. factor in an economic sense disclose but that it's value is

9. certainly nowhere naar as grea: as some of the other factors

l0. as to business involvment or where the campaign contributions

ll. are coming for and I would think that in any balancing thing

l2. if you had to knock ouk one of those aspects that the .. . ,

l3. that I would agree with you that there are very unfavorable

l4. side effects from the net worth.

ls SEXATOR PARTSE :

l6. Fine? Thank you. Now.polet's talk for a minute about

.17. the campaign disclosure business. One of the things that I

l8. keep thinking about is khe fact that perhaps we should start .

l9. at least to Dove away fron private contributions of campaign
N

20. funds toward the funding of campaigns by khe government itself,
i' 2l

. either by way of a checkoff system or perhaps by some other
. 22. ideas which have been promulgated in some other states

. I

23 think of course of Oreqon which has a system where every person

24. running for hiqher office would be permitted to submit a docu-

25. ment to the Secretary cf State
, 350 wordse 400 - you name it -

26. and that document when bound would be sent to al1 voters at the

27. Stakels expezse which starts initially to edify the voters as to
28. who the candldates are, what their background is and what they

29. propose to do. Now, that's one way of apprvaching it. Another

30. way of coursi is, for persons as they pay their state income

31 b ble to designate a percentage of it should go to '. tax to e a

32. the political party campaign coffers for funding the elections :

33. of candidates. Evehtually I would assume that that can reach a
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1. point where it would no longer be necessary to ask or to re- 1

2. ceive campaign contrihutions from persons with a private interest.

3. I suppose all of us have private inEerests but there are

4. some that I think are...have more impact than others in terms

5. of what is likely to come before the legislator when he is

6. elected. So, do you think really that we shouldn't really

7. start working toward..odon't you think we should start working

8. toward public fundins of our campaigns rather than to expend

9. so much enerqy on the other phase of it.

10 BRUNNER:

ll. Well senator, as I pointed out a number of times our

l2. organization hasn't taken a position on that particular

l3. point, hogever, I would agree with you completely in your.n.

l4. in your thesis personally. I think that it's rather obvious,

l5. as I mentioned I go around talking to a lot of people and I .

l6. think they are very fed'up with the
. o .with the present pro-

l7. cedure and they're a nllmher of obviously reasonable solutions

l8. and I think you've...youlve given a couple that are very...

l9. very good starting points but what we're engaged in at the

' 20. moment is some sort of insanity because my particular congress- '

, 2l. man, congressman Mikva was here an; my p<qsqnt congressman, :
l

22. congressman Young, when it cost you $200,000 to get elected
. 23. to a congressional campaign . I think that that's an indication

24. there's something vary, very wrong with the system.

' 25. SENATOR PARTEE:

26. Well, very basically... *

27. BRUNNER:

29. or $200,000 to lose in the case of Congressman Mikva.

29. SENATOR PARTEE: .

30. I think very basically people and possibly have a right

3l. to wonder why 'someone.would spend $202,000 to be elected to a i

32. job that pays 42 for two years. The in#erence of course is . ,

33. that he expects in someway to make u/ his loss and I think
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#
lu 1

) . . . '
1. that's not so,but that is the inference and that's what '

2. the man in the street thinks particularly when he's '*
)) %
3. reading about a 1ot of other things in terms of hog much

. ; '
4. income tax hefs #aying as compared to others whose in-
j; , '
5. comes are much greater. A1l of these problems that happen '
1:, 
'''
.,l
6. at the s ame time cause people I think to have these... '

7. ehese notions about us.
,!k .
8. BRUNNER:
t4

9. I agree with you Senator.
)O. ' .
1o. SENATOR PARTEE:
.). ' .
11 Thank you. .

. 7 ' q
12. CHAIRMAN:
T3.
l3. Senator Sours.
' 4 N

SENATO: souas :14.
mq '
15 I just have a couple of questions. Mr. Brunner as I
*4
16. understand it ycu're a lawyer, are you not?
j. -- '
l7. BRUNNER:
. 8 . . .
18. Yes sir. Yes sir.
' %
:9. SENATOR SOURS:
rl p .
20. Are you.oowould ït be necessary for a candidate for
e
..I q2l. example to put the present value of a private insurance company '
2:.
22. annuity on this? ,2 *.3 . i
2 3 . BRUNNER:
2 1 .
24.. I can't really anpwer that Senator I...I#m not...
2ô
2 5 . SENATOR SOURS :
2é. . .
26. Well I happen to know...l know someone in this Chamber
27.
27. has one thatls worth about $14.000 at the present valuè. That's
26.
28. qufte an asaet isn't it?
23.
2 9 . BRUNNER :
? !
30. Yes sir.

31. SENATOR SOURS:
$ 2 .
32. e..Everyone here for example...has a pension. Would We
'1 .
33. have to disclose the present value of that pension? It's a

 
'

( 1 f.' ' . ' ' , . A -
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very valuable a:set.

BRUNNER:

think it would be.-edisclosable

about true net worth obviously.

SENATOR SOURS:

wefre talking

Al1 righh how about my wife's furs if she has any.

BRUNNER:

I think it would...it would.-.same sort of reasoning

would apply.

SENATOR SOURS:

It would have to be discloseG wouldn't it?

BRUNNER:

Yes sir.

SENATOR SOURSV

How about remainder of interests in'lanG would one have

to kf he were -a vested remainderman or less really complicated

let's have hwm be someone who is a beneficiary of a executor

limitation and I Xnow of a couple itill going. Would one have

to fiqure the present value of that to put on that schedule?

BRUNNER:

Well Senator, I'd be hesitant to answer that question

because I went to law school with Senator Hynes and he knoWs

how poorly I did in future interest.

SENATOR SOURS :

What I'm trying to...what I1m trying to display here is

in some instances and the trouble with law, maybe it's a good

thinq is it's universality. say that anybody Who has 'a

executory devise in say 32O acres of land has a very valuable

asset and he better disclose it. NoW let's go a little farther.

We had a...I know of..owelll put it this way, I know of a

Senator who had a $10,000 violin. It weighs al1 of 2' pounds.

Would that have to be disclosed?

BRUNNER:
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I
I

ï. Yes it would senator.
j ' '
2 . SENATUR SOURS : '
2 '
3. Well then you see what Senator Soper was talk.ing
3.
4. about...several years ago there was a House Member I know
4. .
3. he had a hundred thousand dollars worth of coins cause I
5.
6. saw twenty-five thousand dollars' worth one day, Would
6. .
7. that have to be disclosed?
7.
8. BRUNNER:
8.
9. Yes sir senator.
9.
l0. SENATOR SOURS:
1Q.
ll. Well you see. Now,so much for accepting the most '
ll.
12. impecunious candidates. The non-impecunious candidate will .
l2.
13. have...will have a pretty good job I would say being accurate.
l3.
14. Now if he's noc accurate then he is guilty of a misdemeanor '
l4.
l5. is he not 'czuse he's not disclosing. Y5u agree?
l5.
16. BRUNNER: *
l6. .
17. ...cert-inly been the topic of some debate under the
17. '
18. present system...of what is... '
18. '
l9. SENATOR SOURS:
19
21. You mean--you mean--willfully?
20. .
21. BRUNNER: . x
2l.
22. o o .wilfully aspect and what is the...
22.

23.
21. well, what is wilfully? Archibald Cox says he didn't
24. '
25. talk with those two Senators deliberately. Well I'm talking
25. .
26. with you now deliberately. When I get up in the morning I
26.
27. go in the bathroom and I deliberately comb my hair. Those .
27.
29. are deliberate--.deliberate acts. Now, if one makes an honest
28.
29. mistake he is not disclosing. Now I ask youeanything short Lf
29.
30. about a 99% reporting one conceivably could be humiliated with
30.
31. a...an indictment maybe or information, could he not? '
3k. .
32. BRUNNER:
32.
33. conceivably yes .
33.

l

7 9 ''
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1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

7.

8.

SENATOR SOURS:

All right...

BRUNNER:

Depending on the discretion of the State's Attorney.

SENATOR SOURS:

Well, if...if you have the media they.ootheyrre after

John Smith, theyire really after h im, they'll put up enough

steam behind apo.an irresolute state's Attorney, will they

not to get rid of that bum.

BRUNNER:l0.

ll.

l2.

l3.

l4.

15.

l6.

Senator, we deal with that problem everyday...

SENATOR SOURS:

I knoW you do.

BRUNNER:
; *

o . .and I can

of influence.

SENATOR SOURS:

Well, now I1d like to make this comment also about what

Senator Parkee had to say about the government ultimately,

hopefully he says, sometime bearing the cost of campaigning.

The day thak happens, I hope someone, if I don't have the

wherewithal gets me a one way ticket ko Australia because

that's the'only place weell be safe. Why is it that we are

so prone to let Washington handle our matters when every-

thing we see about us is causing our disruption? Why chould

the government pay anybody's cost to run? Do you agree?

BRUNNER:

assure you that we do npt have that type

l8.

l9.

2Q.

2l.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

3l.

32.

No sir Senator, I don't agree. I think Senator Partee...

SENATOR SOURS :

You Want

BRUNNER:

I think Senator Partee was first of all talking about the

state governmenE doing it. But secondly, think that we have

YO CO to Somz Sortrf System Where you make accessible to people

the government to pay my campaigq costs?

34.



1. Eelevision time, basic o/portunity to get your message I

2. across because obviously the ramifications, the c'ontinuous. . . I

3. continuing in the present system are so terrible that some-

4. thing has to be done about it in my...

5. SENATOR SOURS;

6. You mean the cosEs?

7. BRUNNER:

8. Not the cost, the ultimate effect which is financing

9. of large campaisns by a few individuals. You've taken it
'

l0 t of the opportunity for the ordinary person to run for. Ou

ll. public office and yourre making those that are elected be-

l2. holden almost completely I believe as Sena'tor Partee pointed

l3. out to quote special interest.

14 . SENATOR SOURS :

15 wekl then, would you agree to limit tt to a thousand
16. dollars for example? Let's have a real fourth..vthird estate.

l7. one thousand doliars, would you agree to that?
l8. sRuxxER:

l9. For which office Senator? .

N
20. snxaTon souRs:

2l. Any office. A man is worth his salt with a thousand 11
22. dollars.

23. BRGINER: '

24. I think that there should be some realistic limit whether

25. it's a thousand dollars or something else, but there should also

26. be made available to a person running for political office an

27. opportunity to get his message across, whether it's free tele-

28. vision time or an opportunity to put things in the paper or

29. print up a circular as Eenator ParEee said. I think you have to

30. make that available as a way out of the present situation.

3l. SENATOR SOURS:

32. Well, I have to disagree that principle.p.principle p-l-e ï
, i

33. is never relative. It can't be relative. It's a categorical

34. absolute and I also want to make this comment to you and I $

8 0 '
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1. know you're a very sincere person, that if this disclosure j
2. of assetse estate and property ever becomes a law youfll see

3. the...the funniest breed of homo sapiens running your life and

4. mine.

5. CHAIRMAN: .

6. Thank you Mr. Brunner. I think Eàat's a11 of the

7. questions. senator Nimrod.

8. SENATOR NIMnoD:

9. ...No questions, jusk want to comment. I'd like to .

l0. make..oto Mr. Brunner before he leaves. I do want Eo com-

ll. pliment you however on your approach and seeking on your own

l2. inikiative an opportunity ko speak to local officials and .

l3. bring them the message which you had already undertaken. I

l4. was just sorry that it didn't take place a little sooner and
15 I'do understand...particular I don't think you've had a chanc'e

.' l6. to talk to municipal or other officials but in particular I do
'
: 17. think it was effeckive and certainly was appreciated by the

. 1B. townshîp officials,your appearances there and I do think that

l9. if you do more of that and that they are informed and communicate

20. on this basis, that I think it will certainly bear fruit becausel
. ii 2l. I think that the overkhelming majority of officials that regard- 1

' 22. ' less of the laws we make or whatever we do , wefre not going to

23. affec: khem. But I do think they will willingly and of their own
l

24. volunteer effort once they know what is expected and what the
) .

25. rules are that they will abide by them.
+

26. BRUNNER:
l

' 27. Thank you Senator. I think it was a Worthwhile discussion

28. and I think also one of the terrible side effects of the in-

29. vestigation which we did was the.o.the lack of knowledge about the

30. laws of the state of Illinois by the township officials. We .

. *

' 

*

'

1 é h k I though was a sinckre l:ck3 . found in many instanc s w a

32. of understanding of what the bribery stàtutes say in the State

33. of Illinois.

i
. (

'
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l . CHAI R,MM  : '
' j2. Senator Hynes. On'e question, he says. One question.

3. SCNATOR HYNCS:

4. Qne short, short question Mr. Chairman. First of all

5. 1...1 think that perhaps we might invite John Hayes down to

6. a subsequent meeting and Eee how he can contribute on the execu-

7. tory interesk question. But you indicated...you indicated that

8. in your kravels and in the éeetings of the many people that you

9. encounter you found substantial public support for legislation

l0. of the type which we are considering. On the...thep..what I

l1. consider to be parallel and related subject of partial public
l2. support for cam...campaign expenditures. 1...1 don't think anygne

l3. seriously would suggesk compleke underwriting of the cost of

l4. campaigns. Do you find a similar expression of public support

15. for at least a limited assistance for the cost ofw.pof campaigns

t l6. on the local level?

' l7. BRUNNER:

18. I think that Senator, frcm and 1...1 really do talk to all

l9. different sorts of people that there is a ovenfhelminq feeling

; 2D. that something has to be done. That we...!ve canft eontinue .

2l. the way we're coing and I think thàt the average American .

' 22. ' citizen has an awful lot of common sense and they can see these

23. things and I khink that they intertwine in their own minds

24. things like the Kerner matter and Natergate and campaign funding

25. and all the rest of it and theyîre just saying to.wvto me wherever
#

26. I go, my God when are we going to do something about Ulis. HoW

- 27. are we going to get out of this mess. And I don't know whether

28. the answer isv..is suggest its limits or the answer is public

29. finance or what it isy, but I think people are just sitting out !
30. there hoping and praying that you fellows are going to look at

. d @

3l. the problem hard and do the thing that you think is best to try I

32. to solve it. ' .

33 . SENATOR IIYNES :
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1. ' Well, 1...1 th, ink itfsoo.it's probably going to be a. . . '

2. ao..bokhw..combination of b0th limits and partial public

3. finance, but I know from my own case and 1'11 concludû Mr.

4 Ch irman ..I knoW from my own case that the cost of campaigning. a .

5. is increasing and there is a very serious danger that all but

6. the very wealthy are going to be forced out o? the business
7. of politics cpmpletely. I was recently at a meeting at which

8. I had a chance to discuss the subject with some legislators

9. from California ànd there, for a...in a.g.an Assembly seat

l0. in the state of California in a contested district, the

l1. minimum expenditure that you can hope to get by on is $75,000

l2. and that isp..that's simply beyond the reach of the ordinary

l3. person and I..vand I think the same kind of thinè is happening

l4. here and it's going to be a real tragedy if it continues.

l 5 cil x I nMAN' : .

l6. Mr. Paul Neal of the Illinois State Chamber. Pass...

l7* Page. would you pass these out?

l8. NEAL:

l9. Thank you Mr. Chairman. My name is Paul Nea: I'm .
%

20. legislative manager of the Illinois state Chamber of Commerce
' 

;21. representing a membership of more than 19
,000 businessmen i

22. and women and more than 600 communities throughout Illi-

23. nois. This' problem of campaign financing practice is. . .

24. is of concern to us and because the concern has been ex-

25. pressed by segments of our membership
, the statc Chamber's

26. Board of Directors requested our public affair forum to

27. develop recommendations in this area. A full discussion and

28. debate of the problems and possible solutions developed out of

29. the forum a set of recommendations which our Board of
. Directors

30. then reviewed and debated. I'm explaining this process to

31. demcnstrate the question has been under review by us for some

32. time and the attendant problems of the constitutionala legal /
33. and practical applications were completely and fully explored.

03



1. As a result of this process the State Chamber's Board of

2 i tors voted to not oppose or endorse' any of the proposed i. o rec

a. campaign f inanced refom  acts , but instead the State Chamber

4. developed a checklist of basic elements we feel would be

5* needed to pssure not only the greater public confidence in

6. the election process, but protection of the Constitutional

7. civil Liberties of all segments of our society. This is a

8- delicate balance which needs to be achieved in this sensitive

9. area of elections which we feel is the root of our system

l0. of representative democracy. While there have been abuses

ll. of the moral and legal trusts of b0th donors and candidates

l2. in the area of campaign practices and financinq, we feel the
. %

l3- gxeat preponderance of bot.h candidates and contributors are

14 . conscientious law-abiding citizens exercising their right

15. ithin' a representative demoeracy
. Illinois state chamber ofv

16. commerce is concerned-. .about ùhe skyrocketing costs of

.17. campaigning and the means and methods of raising campaign

lB. funds , but we also believe any campaign finance reform act .

l9. enacted by the Legislakure - kf you do so - will. . .should contain

20. roper constïtutional safeguards and realistic administrationP

2l, and enforcing procedures which we feel are the key to any

22. effective reform. If there is any form, it should be aimed

23. at a creating more confidence by the general public in their

24. governmen: thrpuqh better public knowledqe èf the complete election

25. process to clear the czouds of uncertainty that ncw surround these

26. practices. At the same time any legislation should encourage

27 . articipatio' n' by all segments of our society in the electionp

28. process. Encouragement of leqiEimate campaign contributions and

revention of illegal eontributions sho.uld be the purpose of 129. the p
30. any campaicn reform legislation. As a result the zllinois

31 ' i I* State Chamber of Commerce recommends Ehe folloWing criEer a

32. be usea as q. . .
as a measure for any campaisn finance reform l

33. act adopted in Illinois to assure public confrdence and
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

3.

9.

l0.

1l.

12.

l3.

l5.

16.

l7.

18.

l9.

20.

2l.

22. .

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

32.

33.

safeguard constitutional liberties. One, contribution

to legally organized a'nd approved party committees and

subdivisions should be e'ncouraged rather than disçouraged.

Two, voluntary contributions should be encouraged to

legally organized political action committees as established

in accordance with the Federal Campaign Contributions Act.

Nonvoluntary assessment of organization members should be

prohibited. Contributions by any one orqanization or in-

dividual must be treated cqually under the law. No public

funds should be appropriated for financing candidacies for

public office. A greater similarity of requirements, forms

and administration between the Illinois provisions and that

of the Federal Campaign Contributions Act should be attempted.

Disclosure responsibility should be placed on the recipient

Euch..wthat is of candidate or campaign or party finance com-'

mittee as opposed to the donor. Mechanics of compliance with

the law should be made as simple as possible. Language should

be sufficiently clear and simple to insure that everyone fully

understands it and to remove as many potential loopholes as

possible. We feel administratïon should be by the State

Eleckion Board. Incumbents and noù-incumbents should be treated

equally with no one...advantage granted to either and the

application of any campaign finance reform legislation should

be at b0th the state and local levels ko maintain uniformity.

As a matter of implementation the State Chamber recommends that if
#

such reform is to come about, ik is advisable to have it enacted

during the eurrent Session to become effective...by July...

by January lst 1974 so potential donors and solicitors can make

their plans for 1974 arcordingly, or in the alternative hold off

khe effective date of the legislation 'til January 1975. The
. d .

reason for this is inethe effective date of July lst 1974 which

would be the normal date for anytblng past this Pall would be,

put the p:imary under one seE of rules while the general elcction
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2.

3.

4.

G.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

ll.

l2.

l3.

l4.

l5.

l6.

17.

l8.

19.

20.

2l.

22. .

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

3Q.

3l.

would be under a different set of rules . I think this is
both imptactical, unfair to all concerned and could lead

to confusion and misunderstanding as to the detriment of the

electorate. Thank you for indulgence and opportunity to

express our views. If you have any questions 1111 be qlad

to try to answer them.

SENATOR SCHAFPER:

Wel1...I was wondering,in your opinion has the Federal

Campaign Disclosure legislation had a negative effect on
. . .

the contributions...from your members of your association or

organization;

NEALI

IId say, as far as ïndividual members go, ik has had
a negative effect.

SENATOR SCHAPPER:

Do you feel that campaign disclosure legislation kould

have the result of discouraging politiral contributions from

those people generally associated with your organization?

NEAL:

. . .At the present...

SENATOR SCHAFFER:

I mean with.o.with a threshold.. .

NEAL:

With a threshold.s.l'm not sure that it vould anymore

than they already have been discouragsd. Frankly the...
SENATOR SCHAFFERr

Whato..what has already discouraged them?

NEAL:

The Federal Act. There is been morep o.there is still

contributions being made. We do not colleck any coptributions

but theoo.we do have knowledge of what some of the practices

are...I think that they are...quite a few people who ate

startïng to rcalize what this is about, as a new law going33.
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l2.

l3.

l4.

15.

l6.

into effect. A 1ot of companies for instance are taking

a look at it andm..and having different views. The tests to

the court are being looied at kf theylre...in looking for

further tests to see just where they're going to be...

what kind of liability theylre going to have or what kind

of a situation they're going to be in. At the present

time a lot of them are saying, well we don't know and weere

not qoing to contribute anyVhing to anybody.

CHAIRMAN:

Are there any other questions? Thank you Mr. Neal.

Now Genklemen, Ladies, you know that to this Committee has

been endowed the rest of the bllls on the agenda there and the

next bill that I have: a couple of people that want to testify

is SB No. 8. Senator Roee do you want to come up to explain

your iill?

SENATOR ROE:

Thank you Mr. Chairman. SB 8 has three basic, three

Dajor parts and 1.11 attempt to discuss each part briefly.
Pirst part of the bill deals with campaign contributions and

expenditures under disclosure of those contributions and

expenditures in excess of a hundred dollars. This would

l to the candidate or to committees and would ap-ply to a11apP y

public officials at a11 levels of government. The bill also

provides for the disclosure of economie interes: of all public

officials, dandidates at all levels of government. It does
#

not provide for the monetary value of the interest being dis-

closed but the interesk must be disclosed. The bill also

provides for the establishment of an ethics commission to

police khe present ethics laws *e have and the additional

campaign contribuEion and expenditure laws contained in the
t @

bill. As I mentioned'it applies to public officials at a11 levels

of government. At the present time as we are a11 well aware

we do not have any laws relative to campaign contributions or

l8.

l9.

20.

2l.

22. .

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

3l.

32.
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32.

33.

expenditure's in this State. It is sy particular opinion

and an opinion shared by some that the disclosure of campaign

contributions and expenditures is necessary so that the public

can know who and how much is contributed to a given candidate

by a contributor at any tevel of government
. True in many

levels of government? there are no campaign contributons.

Obviously if you didn't get any you wouldn't have to disclose

any and this would be true in many local situations such as in

rural downstate Illinois and school districts and speci'al

districts and thiùgs of this sort, you just don't have campaign

contributions. It's not my intention to grevent candidates
from acceptlnc contributions from anyone or any interest

whether it be a 'business, a corporationv a labor union or

any person, but I do feel that the public has the right to

know ihis ir.formation and I think they héve a right to use

this information an; in evaluating.a given voting record. For

instance in the State Legislature or in evaluating actions

by officials at any level of government. The economic in-

terest disclosure as I mentioned is not a monetary one but

a disclo&ure of the interest itself. Also it would be

necessary to disclose a creditor to whom a publie offïcial

or candidate owed an excess of a thousand dollars - not the

amount but the fact that the credit for it did exist. Is not

a nickel and dime approach as the bill is presented by the

Governor or there's no net worth statement contained in this

bill and you aren't going to have to list under this bill

many of the things that have been objected to ïn the tko days
of testimony as far as the Governor's bill is concerned or

fill out nine pages of blanks but the interest and the creditors

themselves must be lisked. It is Dy position that the public

has 'the risht to know tbese economic interests of a candidate

or a public official and I èeel that it's a legitimate obligation

on the officeholder to make these things public and we have
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to do this through a law I believe. I donlt think anyone

is forced - any of us in this Chamber - to run for public office

and I think when we do, why we take on certain .obligations.

Now, our present ethics law has no continuing supervision

or investigation and association with it. The forms that we

file are filed in the county clerk's office of our respeetive

counties, if we're a local candidate, or in the Secretary

of Gtate's Office...if we are candidate for state office. And

that's as far as it goes and I don't happen to think that that

is enough. The ethics commission that I propose to create

with a contlnuing responsibilkty to evaluate the statements

that ve file would be composed of six private citizens to be

appointed by the Governor with confirmation by the Senake and

five public officials. Those public officials being the

President of the Senatep.oothe Speaker of the House, the

Treasuxer, the Secretary of State and the Comptroller and it

would be a full-time operation with a staff and executive director

with subpoena power and the normal things that would go with such

a commission which I won't take the time to delve into.m.in my

opening rexarks. Now, there's another provision contained in this

bill that.o.that relates ko notice. We don't have any provisions

on the present laws in the State of Illinois that provide for

a person bëing notified that he's subject to our governmental

ethics act, that he does have to file a statement. No notice

provisions - two cases in Will County were thrown out on that

basis where statements were not filed because the person was

not given any notice. I certaknly think this is a loophole

that should be closed and I think a person particularly on a

local level where he may not know he's covered by the provision

should have notice, but I think al1 people should have notice.

Now, a number of legislators have expressed the thought that the

public is not interosted in.g.in anything that I've just mentioned

or that has been mentioned over the past two days that We have
. ' : 'Q:
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heard testimony on the Gpvernor's they haven't

received mail or telegrams or this sort of this.. I submit to

you.p.that this is not a proper way to determine publics in-

terest or disinteresk. I haven't been here very long and

God knows I've got a lot to learn, but one thing that I think

I have learned up to now is, that most mail is created by

lobbyists and by interest groups. Now, we don't have any

lobbyisk who are registered in this State who represent the

averaqe public citizen voter that I know of as a group.

Now, what weîre talking about is atteapting to restore 'some

publiç confidence in public officials in general and we

aren't going to find a...an interest group of seven million

people in this State that's organized under that title but

that interest group is there and I feel that khey do very

significantly-feel that legislation of the variety thak has

been proposcd and prior to.w.to me speaking and that I am

proposing.mxmy approach is diffexeht but we%re still kalking

about the same general area and I think the public is interested

in this. The Gallup Poll six weeks ago showed that 75% of

the people were.e.wanted to know where campaign contributions

came from and how much these campaiqn contributions amounted

to from siven contributors. I made Dy contributions public.

I haven't çxperienced any repercussions from my contributors.

haven't had any of them tell me that they won't give me anymore

contributions because I made their names and their amounts public

and I donlt feel thak...that this is really a legitimate concern.

We have a Federal 1aw that is quite similar to the one that I am

proposing - the hundred dollar contribution - that is not sig-

nificantly stopped campaign contributions at the Federal level.

Over a hundred million dollars was raised after Aprii 7th last

year on congressional. senate and presidential races and I would

say that.o.to say that campaign contributions will dry up as a

result of a law like this belies factual matters thatp..that
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1. indicate to the contrary. And I have two witnesses who

:2. represent a company in Loves Park
r.Woodkard Governor, who

3. makes contributions in local; state and national races '
4. through its legislative committee who wish to testify

5. briefly in support of my proposition and my bill as

6. explained. I%m more than willing to answer any questions

7. that any of you might have or go a little deeper into

8. what I said. I appreciate the time problem and if there

9. are questions, Mr. Chairman, 1,11. . .

10. CHAIRMAN:

ll. Are there any questions of the Senator? Senakor Rock
.

l2. SENATOR ROCK:

l3. senator, on page 3, Section 2-105. 1...1 can appreciate

l4. the fact that you have significantlyo v psignificantly expanded

l5. the statement of economic interest which we are now required

' l6. to file and moreover you have set up this commission ko have

. l7. the continuing responsibility. Section 2-105 however seems

l8. to stick out like a sore thumb in this particular piece of .

l9. leqislation and you are, it appears constituting a misdemeanant,
%

20. a persôn who holds, happens to hold more than one public office.

21. I presume by public office, you mean any type of public employment. J

22. ssxwToR RoE:

23. That is correct senator Rock and I didn't go over that in

24. my initial statement because at the time the bill was drafted

25. and submitted this seceton was put in and I think that what we're

. 26. really.
'talking about are the things that...that I mentioned

27. in my openihë statement and I'm not qoinq to attempt to retain' - - - 
. 

- - 
. 

- 

j28. that...that particular section because I think everybody from

29. the te'stimony I've heard is interested in. .vin diseussing the ;

30. topics 1...1 discussed and not this particular provision.

31. SENKTOR ROCKZ '
I
I

32. Oh, fine as long as you don't inkend to pursue that,
. 1

33. then I won't... -

34. SENATON ROE: ,
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2. CHAIRMJG: I
!

'

3. Are there any other questions? Who do you want as 1
l

4. your first A/itness, SenaEor? Mr. Hall. Okay, Jim Hall

5. of Loves Park. Mr. Jim Hall.

6. JIM HALL:

7. Mr. Chairm>n, Members of the Senate and guests it

8. is with pride and honor that I stand here and address you

9. today. The cause that we are going Eo speaking on behalf

l0. of today is one? is which is of great concern ko all residents

1l. of the State of Illinois. Ethics and campaign disclosure legis-

l2. lation to some degree is long overdue. Specifically legislation

l3. of the type espoused in Senate Bill of this Pirst Special

l4. Session of the 78th General Assembly. My name is Jim Hall

1
.5. and I represent the Woodward Governor company of Rockford.

16. Illinois. My association of 21 years with this company en-

l7. ables me to speak with a great deal of its great...good..psood

l8. deal of its background. I will be followed by a Mr. Roger Proctor

l9. who will give a little more specific detail to this particular .

N
20. legislation but we'd like to havexvwto have a little background of

2l* the company ikself. The Woodward Governor Company was founded '

22. in the year 1870 in Rockford, Illinois. In 1902 we were in-

. 23. corporated ùnder the laws of the State of Illinois. We are

24. the world's oldest and largest company devoted exclusively

25 to the design and manufacture of primemover controls. We

26. are dedicated to - excuse me - we are dedicated to supplying

27. quality products at a price consistent With a reasonable re-

28. turn to our stockholder and worker members. We have won

29. respect for our quality products throughout the world. From

30. our founder Amos Woodward, we have grown from a one man operation

3l. in the year 1872 to a total worldwide membership of 1,920

32. members'. Eight hundred and sixty of these' members are located

33* in Rockford; six hundred and twenty additional members are

h 34. located in For...Fort collins, colorado. The remainder are loeated
I

5:
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in England, llolland and Japan. Legally constituted as a

corporation, the Woodwaxd Governor.company operates internall
y

as a partnership. The philqsophy of a corporate partnership

Was formalized in 1946 and is based on the implied constitutional
concepks in the free enterprise system that each human being

has a right to develop a living standaxd for himself and his
family commensurate for the value of his productivity

. That
the purpose of an .industrial organization ls to provida a medium

by which he may in cooperation with others promote his legit-

imate aims. That he has the right to individual freedom
,

digniky, justice and opportunity and that the sanctity of his
rights is contingent upon b0th the individual and the collective

determination to defend them. The corporate and operating

philosophy is not only encouraqed talented people to join our

ranks Lut also encourages them to stay. Our productiviky for
per individual member is greatly enhanced through corporate

partnership and from tie practicing standpoint Woodkard

Governor Company has not had a single instance of work stoppage

due to labor strikes in l03 years. From a business standpoint
A

the overall philosophy is an organization of the Woodward

Covernor Company offer ample flexibility to meet changing re-

quirements and provide results in less time and with fewer

khan normal personnel involved'. Within the structure of

corporate partnprship are many significant ar'eas, among these

are our division of income, member evaluation. personnel

maintenance program, deferred srofit sharing? penslon and re-

tirement prog/ams, recruit training ïn academy programs,
consultants, our faciltties and vertical committees. It is

within the structure of the vertical committees that ethics

legislation properly falls. And at this time I would like to

turn Ehe microphone over to Mr. Roger Proctor himself a

member of the Woodward Governor tompany for 32 years. Roger

Would elucidate further on the vertical committees, their
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makeup, their puxpose.

CHAIRMAN:

Any questions of this witness? Mr. Proctor.

P R0 W  O R :

Thank

6.

7.

9.

l0.

ll.

l2.

l3.

14.

l5.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

3l.

32.

you, Jim. Mr. Chairman, Members of the Senate

and guesks. since our company as a corporation has no

political powgr it must depend upon its members to wage its

battles by way of the ballot box. Any member of an organization

worthy of its nahe will of course do all he can legikimately

to protect and maintain the source of his incoma. In order to

implement this concept. a number of vertical committees were

formed in our company about 30 years ago in order to analyze,

discuss and to take action on matters which do not affect

directly and which are extraneous to the usual activities of

manufacturinga Now since these matters constitute a broad

spectrum of concern different committees were given specific

areas of responsibility and given names that would indicate

their main purpose. Thus we have today in plant functioning

of the legislative committee of which Mr. Hall is the assistant

chairman, the candidates and elections committee of which I am

the chairman, the tax committee, contributions comnittee, health

and safety committee, recreation committee and the open door

commitkee. All of these committees are composed of eight people.

The chairman and the assistant chairman of each committee is ap-

pointed by management. The other six members arq elected at large

by secret ballot by al1 members of the plant. The term of office

is two years. Any member of the company may run for any committee

providing he has been a member of the company for at least two

years. We have a primary election and then a general election

and even some spirited campaigns by some of our people. At the

present time our candidates and elections committee is composed

of a shop inspector. two machine operators, one engineer, a

stock man, a lab technician, a shop department supervisor and
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myself. We intebview candidates for public offiçe. We vote

on them by secrek ballot and we make recommendations to the

entire plant membership at election time. It has been said and

I think rightly so, thak money is the mother's milk of politics
.

Accordingly we also support the eandidates of our choice with

campaign contribvtions again voting on this by secret ballot.

This money is not corporate money buk these are funds that have

been volunkary committed to a special account by our members who

as individuals are interested in helping to promote better

government. All minutes of every committee meeting are published

on a special bulletin board prominently displayed in our plant

recreation area and that Way the amounts of money given to each '

candidate is known to everyone in the place if they have enough

interest to look. We support Senator Roefs ethics and campaign
k .

contributions disclosure bill because it obviously is consonant

with our own philosophy of how politics ought to be conducted.

We believe SB 8 embodies an idea whose time has come. I urge

you to check with your own constituents. Most people in our

shop with whom I have discussed this subject say they do not

care who gives how much to who, but they do want to know about it.

Today the American people has in my opinion, a false imaqe of

people in politics and I think this is tragic and is certainly

bodes no good for the future of our political system. From my

own experience I know that the overwhelming majority of people

in public life are dedicated, honest and hard working citizens

trying to do a good job. You have an opportunity to make a long

stride toward projecting a more true image to the people of
Illinois by voting for this bill and I would heartily recommend

that you do. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

Are there any questions of Mr.... Senator Schaffer.

SENATOR SCHAEFER:

Do you feel that campaign disclosure legislation of this
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1. type will have a negative effect on potential contributors

2. particularly those fror your community and the business world?

3. PROCTOR: .

4. Well, it will have no effeck on our operation at all.

5. WeCre already doing it and I can't speak for others but from

6. my knowledge of the industrial community, I don't believe it

7. would.

8. SENATOR SCHAEFER:

9. Th ank you.

l0. CHAIRMAN:

l$. senator Berning. ,

12. SENATOR BERNING:

13. I think it should be obvious to you as it hâs been ko yany

14. of us for a long time that there are many avenues by which we

l5. can aciieve something in the way of campaicn funding disclosures.
lG. My question ko you then'is this, wouxd you believe that the

k
l7. major requirements of the general public, if you speak for a

l8. segment of the general public, the major requirements would be

l9. met by a very simple campaign disclosure bill which required

20. publication or dissemination by a candidate of the total N

2l. amount contributed to his campaign,with just a fixed figure be- .
i

22. yond which individual campaigns would be acknowledged and then

23. a statement of the distribution of the campaign funds by re-

24* eipienks? This to me would be a very simple thing but would

25. set to the heart of what ïs essentially the problem and do you

26. feel that that would suffice? *

27. PaocTon: '

28. well, sonator, I believe it would go a long way. 1...1 think

29 . .' without getting in the details of it because I don t think I m

30. competent tow.-to make recommendation on details. In my talking

3l. with peoplm I Yhink what they're interested in, th'ey want to

32. knoy primarily two thlngs. Who gave whpt to <ho and w'hat did

33. he do with iE? As far as what the man owns or what his net
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1. Wortb is. I haven't found too many people that really care

2. about that. Theglre interested ino..in campaign'money.

3. SENATOR BERNINGI .

4. That's just precisely what I said. List, Ifve got so '

5. much money, everything over, ghether itts a hundred

6. . dollars or fifty dollars or two hundred dollars Me can

7. strike ak some figure khere. Everything over EAat in the

8. way of a contribution is by Mr. X, Mr. Y. Mr. Z tokal

9. so much. Herels'how I spent it. There's theo.wthere

l0. is the published dissemination of the distribution of

ll. the money. That's it. Would...would that

l2. satisfy? '
1

l3. PROCTOR:

l4. ...Yes# as a matter of...in Ry opinion it would. ...

15 As a mitter of fact, I alsc feel that it would increase con-

l6. tribukions because I think one of the dilatorious effects

17. of our present sistem, if you call it that, is people are
18. very suspicious now that their campaign contribution isn't

19- belng spent on thq çampaiqn. That's soing into the candidate's

2Q. wifes' fur coat or somethingo..l think this would eliminate

21. tha: suspicion. f

22. SENATOR BERNING:

23. Thank #ou.

24. CHAIRMAN:

25. Any othero..senator Keegan.

26. SENATOR KEEcANz

27. Itds nice to see Mr. Proctor and Mr. Hall from my Legis-

28. lative District and I want to thank you both for coming down

29. and testifying. You've always been very kfnd and genprous

30. to me and I1m interested in referring the activity and struc-

3l. ture of youra.overtical committees to some other organization
I

32. queskions we had today. ...'#e...I recall that when I visited I

33. wiNL your candidates cormittee an6 With hour legislative

97
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1. committee that w'e talked about a great many issues and

2. those.o.those answers were recorded so that the committee

3. could review the positfons that the candidates took. Tell

4. me. you serve as an elected representatives of the. . .a1l the

S* personnel in your plant. . .do you get any dissatisfaction

6. wikh the cholces which your committees ultimately make? Do

7. you have.m sdo' you get a feedback of...why did they do this or

8. they must not have been listening to choose that person. . . .

9. I take this opportunity I've been always curious about .that

l0. Roger and.. .this is a good public place for me to ask you that.

ll. Do you..odo you qe: a response to the choices you make?

l2. rRocToR: v

l3. We certainly do, for the top management on down but it's

l4. after the fact and there isn't much th-ey can do about it
. We

l5. refer to the secret ballot and the fact ihat they elected

16. six out of the eight and how can you do it anymore democratic?
' 

l7. And this was the consensus: we donlt apoloqize, we obviously
.18. felt we had the reasons for whak we did.

19- sExAToR XSEGAN:

' 20. . . .And the same...the same question could pertain to the

2l. amount of contributions
. Do you haMc...I thought I heard that

22. you posted not only the choice of.. sofa..for your recommendations

23. but that you po .m aposted the amount, &)e dollar amounts that you

24. were contributinq
.

25 . pRocrzoR: .

26. . . .Thatls correct..vthat's correct.

27. SENATOR KEEGAN:

29. and.m .is there much...abrasion in the inter...in the inter-

29. action on Ehak?

3o. raocToR:

3l. I haven't had quite so much on that. . .l quess we...our judqe-
32. ments been pretty good but once in a while they do and I...im-

33. mediately I ask...I saye now are you a contributor to the fund
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1. and if they say no, I say welle really why does it concern

2. you? 1f they say yes.'..

3. SENATOR KEEGAN: '

4. Nowy youere speaking of theo . .of the personnel within

5. the...

6. PROCTOR:

7. Yes. Itls.o.right. It's in the plante anywhere if

8. they say that to me and then again I see. . .I suggest to tiem
9. well, if you don't like what the committee's doing

, why don't
l0. you run for the committee now and do somethinq about iç then

ll. you'll have an input.

12. SENATOR KEEGNI:

l3. So...that in principle you would. . oagree with..pthe idea

l4. of a delegated responsibility as to inquiry and to
o p .this isnst

15 tl' ertinent to the bill buk you would agree that there'. exac y P ,

l6. can be delegated responsibilitg fromo . .by duly elected repre-
17. sentatïves.

1B. PROCTOR:

l9. 1.. .1 would have ko say 1...1 think it's obvious we

20. agree to khae principle because that's really what wedre doing.
2l. That's right. These people are free to act on their own and

22. thatfs the cenius of it
, the management doesn't manipulate it.

23. SENATOR KEEGAN: '

24. And..wyou think the-. .hundred dollar minimum is...

25. aecepiable to your group?

#26. PRocToR:

27. I think it would be to us as you Rnow we
. ..we don't give

28. large amounts, we try to give amounts that we think are reason-
29. able, ac/ordinq to how much money we have available and.a .to

30. the ïmportanee of :he office and...we wouldn't have any trouble
. 1 *

3l. with any'of the amounts I think that have been mentioned here
. I

32. ...1 donst have a strong feeling on that. To me it's a good figure.
33. SINATOR KEEGAN: '

l
' 

j '' 
t
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1 What figure..tat what figure would you have ar.. 1

2. krouble or do you want..pto hazard that? Sj
OCTOR: l3. PR

1
4. Well: I think if they made it much lower I'd be 1

5. disappointed.

6. S:NATOR KEEGANi .'

7. Lower than $50 or a $100?

8. PROCTOR:

9. ' The hundred, lower than the hundred. '

l0. SENATOR KEEGAN:

ll. And what about the t6p amount? ...1 mpan what...

l2. what at the otller end would you give an amount? '

l3. PROCTOR: '

14. Well, I don't think we become involved in thak too
' . , h ' : ement on that.1b. often so 1...1 couldn t.wowe don t ave a ju q

16. SENATOR KEEGAN: . 
'

17. I see. Thank you.

i8. PRocToR:

l9. okay. x

20 . CHAIR>!AN z

2l. okay. Thank you. The next witness on these particular

22. bills are..mor this bill is George W. Lindberg: Comptroller.

23. COMPTROLLER LINDBERG:

24. Mr. Chairman: Members of the Committee of the Whole. First

25. of all, I want to khank you Mr. Chairman for the opportunity

26. to appear here and testify first on behalf of the general concept

27. that it ls necessary that we undertake some additional steps

28. with regard to improving the existing act which I was involved

29. with 18 months aso and also for the opportunity to Spuak more

30. directly on a particular bill which is that being sponsored by

3l. senator Roe. I don't intend to takc much time because I can see

32. that you are becoming pressed for time. Let me just say that ' ,
I 33. I have had the opporkunity to analyze particularly Senator Roc's .''
I .

%
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1. bill. I think it meets all of the tests that I certainly

2. am aware of for a responsive piecc of legislation to thïs

3. issue of bothww.more full economic disclosure by candidates

. 4. and officeholders and also for the bringing inEo the light

. 5. of the public the matter of contributions to political

6. campaigns. I'd like to take just one differenk tact, I know
' 

7. that it vould be redundant for me to go through all the

8. provisions of thls bill, but I do want to emphasize that I

' 9. think that because of the nature of polikical activity T think

: l0. that one of the most important effects of this type of legis-

i ll. lation is ko give the candidate himself and the officeholder
7

' l2. himself the protection of the requirement that everything he

13. does financially, both politically and economically is in a
' l4. fishbowl and I think the...as I look back in history on so

' 15 'f the most unfortunate incidents that have given all of
., . many o

l ' 
x; l6. us who serve in public life somewhat of a taint, I think youplll

l7. find khat if we had had some sound disclosure laws on the books$

1 l8. khat these parkicular incidents wouldn't have occurred. Onel
i
l l9. particular one ehat I remember was back in 1969 involving ourI
1 20 li

nois Gupxeme Court where khe disclosure w'as in fact made *j . own 11
21. with reqard to the two transaetions khat were brought into l

i
) 22. question there but they were locked in the files of the
i .

23 Supreme court and not available to publlc disclosure and there's

j 24. no question in my mind that if thnse makters had been a matter of
l
I 25. public disclosure that the two justices involved in that matter

i 26. would be continuing on the bench of the Illinois Supreme Court
.$

i 27. I think those are senerally' the only remarks that I want
.!
i 28. to make. I donft think that the Members of the Senate should
:

29. feel that any piece of legislation that you pass has ko be

30. absolutely perfect in any...in every regard. We Rade some

3l. progress. last kcar. Spnator Roe's bill makes significant
32. progress for this yeare particularly in thc area of. .fadding

'j
33. political :ontributions to the disclosure requirements. Some

' 

jI
! '
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l0.

ll.

l2.

l3.

l4.

l5.

l6.

l7.

l8.

l9.

20.

2lp

22. '

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

3l.

32.

33.

of you will remember that the bill that I sponsored was

being criticized during the time it was being processed

bccause amendments were being introduced, some 36 of .

them that literally strengthened the bill to death and

I feel what you should try to do is affect a reasonable

compromise. I think the Roe bill in its present form

does just that and I do believe that the people of Illinois

more than anytime in our history are looking f or this type

of . . .of protective legislation if you will. In my

opinion all of us serving in public life are trustees #

we 're no: second class citizens # we ' re trustees , and I 've

always been very impressed with Justice Cardozo

statemente in the case of Meinhard vs Salmon ,

that a trustee is guided not by the morals of the market-

lace iut rather by the punctilio of an honor the mostP 
,

sensitive, and I think that's the position that we all find

ourselves in and I think Senator Roe's bill is precisely

responsive to that standard. Mr. Chairman, I'd be glad

to answer any questions you may have.

CHAIRMAN:

Are there any questions of the Comptroller? Thank

you.

COMPTROLLER LINDBERG:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

Senator Rock on

SLNATOR ROCK:

Yes, thank you Mr. Chairmane I just..al will be extremely

brief. I do not currently have any k/itnesses. These are

the bills to wbich Senator Partee so ably referred before, they
. : .

are copies of a concep't which was introduced and is 1;W in 11e

State of Oregon and it provides for a càndidate's pamphlet to be

Railed to all the voters in our State by the Secretary of

bills...sB 6, 7 and I believe 1l.

N
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

l ()

l1.

l2.

l4.

l5.

16.

Statemm.that is the sum and substance of SB 6. SB 7 contains

an appropriation about which I'm sure the amount of which we

could argue about. It was based primarily upon the cost that

the Secretary's Office figured when it sent out copies of the

Constitukion pursuant to the final demise of the constitutional

Convention. SB 11 I think is a bill similiar in purportedly to

that introduced this Session by Senator Mccarthy and it pro-

vides for a checkoff system on ones personal Illinois Income

Tax Form and vould..oukat money that is allocated by tie

individual would then be kurned back to the Secretary to be

in turn put in the General Revenue Pund tc cover the cost of

this pamphlet. I think the idea is...kind of a baby step

forward in the area of public financfng o' f political campaigns

but one that ts worthy of our consideration.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you. A<e there any questions of Senator Rock?

Did Senator Saperstein wank to ask a question? All right

now.e.senator Nsmrod on SB's l3, 14 and l5.

SENATOR NIMRODI

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Commitkee of the Whole,

I think thak enough has been said on the entire picture, however,

I think I Would like to make one comment before I just get into

the bills and that is that, I don't know of any public acclaim

on looking for ethics or campaign disclosures. I do know that

we have some serious problems however with our constituentk.

I donlt believe khat they have lost confidence in us, I think

it's very eviaent that the people that respected us before still

respect us today. People who had confidence in us before for

the most part have not really come to me and said they no

longer have any confidence in me. I think that howeverp I come

to you with these bills with the thought that I think that in

the general concept l do believe that there is some need for

some kind of campaign disclosure and tha: there should be some

kïnd of accountabiliEy. I don't believe that we should go
l03
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5.

6.
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8.

9.

l0.

ll.

l2.

l3.

l4.

l5.

l6.
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l8.

20.

21.

22.
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2 4 .

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

and go completely to the extent of saying that ue have

to come to the point of being so involved that it becomes so

complicated that the cost of administering thevkind of programs

that have been presented today in many cases are more than

what tlze campalgns cost, and I think these are the kind,of

khings that we have to look to to say what is it that we should

do responsively in this area and I think that the bills which

I have presented hçre do meet this criteria and do meet

thls general conaept. I vill dlscuss all three of the bills

together since they are very similar but one applies to

campaign expendikures, one applies to campaign contribution

for the conskitutional officers and the third bill applies to
. 1

a reporting blll for Legïslatorse Senators, Representatives

and the Judiciary. èlow, the reason they are broken down into

this iind of category is that a statewide campaign is...
generally involves the millions or several hundred thousand

dollars or even a few nïllion dollars. The kind of accountability

and the kind of reporting is..mcertainly qoes to that kind

of can...campaign certainly cannot be the same as the campaign that
h

cost $l0,0QQ or $5,000 or $2,000. So there is a difference...

candïdates of the Legislature are elected from districts and

the Judiciary of course are also State offp..officials, even in the

eircuit courts who are.also elected from districts. And what

I have attempted to do here is to present a bill in iks s implest

forms to be able to account for this area. 1111 briefly give

you some of the details of the bills and maybe we can ask

a few questidns if you so feel at the end. In the reporting

for the constitutional offieers, basically that is for the

Covernor ando..down khrough the other constitutional positions

they would actually be required to keep a record of uzeir

eampaign expenditures and their campaign receipts. This record

would be kept by them and only called for if there is a allegation

or a challenge. They would however'makd a repbkE d9;f# six

l04



1.

4.

5.

6.

8.

9.

l0.

l2.

l3.

l4.

months and this report durlng the six month period would

account for all of the ooney they have received and listing

the name and address and amount of those in exçess of $200.

Now thakgs not a magic figureo..itdso.oitds..othe threshold

figures are vary a hundred, a hundred fifty, two hundred.

took two hundred because you knog the tickets are a hundred dol-

lars a piece and a couple want to go to a..wto a dinner there

h ldnft have ko be a kind of reporting of the tickets that ares ou

generally going, thatls why I kinda picked that figure, somebody

else might have some other figure. However, I'm not particularly

hung up on any particular figure and that can very, but I do

think that they would then in turn rcport' the expenditures and

in excess of $100 this would not include services and it would

in the definitiohs of contributions include al1 those items

which we have referred to including loans. And on that basis

then thew..the constitutional officials would be able to make

this particular feport every six months and if they had a

campaign of any period khat they did not receive over $1GGG

in any period they just would have to file that they didn't

receive it so they don't have to make any report. So the

program hokever covers and includes one othere..catega...one other

person in thak category and that is any public official who

has a campaisn contributions that exceed a $100,000 that would

mean that they would qualify and have to make the same kind

of reports as the constitutional officers. Now, as far as

the Legislature is concerned and that basically Bill l5, as

far as the Legislature is concerned and the Judiciary is

concerned they wlll keep their records as they are required

to do and make...make thelr own reports themselves however they

would only report kwo things. They would report nnmher 1,

by name and address not the amount of anyone who contributed

their campaign over $200. That vould let people know who is

involved in their campaigns...contributed any major amount

l6.

l7.

18.

l9.

20.

21.

22.

23.
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26.
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29.

30.
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2.

4.

5.

6.

8.

9.
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ll.

l2.

l3.

l4.

15.

l6.

l7.

l8.

19.

20.

2l.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

and...any...that would be' an aggregate by the way. It would also

e . .they would also have to list or indicate what their total

contributions were and that would be the only reports that
. . ., < .t .v .. .

would be made by either the Judiciary or the Legislature
.

Now there are of course...as we proceed with this there is
#

the penalties that would be involved and the administration.

The administrption of this bill...these particular bills is

within the jurisdiction and the control of the newly created

board, the Election Doard. That would mean it yould be a

Board which is.i.been suggested by the four Representatives

with our Legis..gMajority and Minority leaders on where they sub-

mit the two names and the Governor then would seleck one...this

would be in tne hands basically of a Board u'here thcre would

be no tiebreaker and certainly would not be in their direct

control or jurisdiction of the Governor.. At the same time

they would be able to have public...have their hearings and

they might go ahead and.o.or khey can and are governed under the

administrative Review Act. The penalties that are involved

here are after hearings and after having had allegations are

made there are provisions for the whole procedure and I won't

take the time Eo tell you about it. There are fines of a

thousand dollars and imprisonment not in a penitentiary for up to

one year. .opThe...program was that I oriqinally had.u had

drawn up one bill and then I had taken and decided welle we better

have several bills because some Legislators might be interested

in thinking that we should only have contributions reported, some

should have expenditures reported: some felt it should

apply to everyone and some apply to only those that are on

the State offices or on the State jurisdiction. Well, I have

the three bills that covered basically what we have discussed.

I have another amendment that I have prepared that brings all

three bills back together into one. I have a bill that also

makes this con...an amendment that also makes this confidential

if thatfs whak we want to do with it rather than make it public.

32.

33.

34 .
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But 1...1 think I have amendments that satisfy almost anything

that youvwould like to have done and it means this, that we

must be able ko make a decision to start with the basic frame-

work and decide what we want to do and I have intentionally

avoided being involved in anything in the Ethics Act and I

was very pleased to hear Senator Partee mention and refer back

to the fact that this is undoubtedly the strongest Ethics

Act of any in the United Skates. Far from being perfect or

far from being right, but certainly realistic in the fact that

we know that...well, in order to pass something we must do what...

what vould certainly be able to receive the support and.o.and

the comments of.e.of the Legislators enough to put this across.t

So, the bills as they sit now cover the areas I have mentiôned

and do not include confidentiality and they do not include

the local officials unlyss the local officialo..campaign exceeds

a $l00#0Q0. o.echairman, I think this basically covers the...

bills that are involved...will there be any questions pertaining

to this I'd be happy to answer them.#

CHAI Rk'vtu  :
A

Thank you, Senator. Are there any questlons? There

being no questions the.p.chair wilî entertain a motion that

the Committee of the Whole do now arise. Motion by Senator

Rock, second by Senator Nudelman that the Committee of the

Whole do now arise. The Chair now recognizes senator Berning.

Senator Schaffer, Senator Berning, I donet care...somebody.

SENATOR NUDELMNX:

Mr. President, I move we adjourn the First Special
Session until 10:15 tomorrow morning.

CIIAI RMAN :

There being no further business to come before the First
. : t

Special session the.o.'senator Donnewald
.

SENATOR DONNEWM D :

There was a technical amendment Mr. chairman...to SB 2
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1. of that series and what it is is corecting dates. ..

2. CHAIRMAN:

3. Dates will still be on second reading tomorrow .
' 

4. SENATOR DONNEWM D :

5. oh yeah.

6. CHAIRMAN:

7. Why don't you hold it until tomorrow? No hurt
o. .no

a. harm. . . 

'

9. SENATOR DONNEWM D :

l0. All righto p .why don't you just keep it Ted...put
11 . it in tomorrow.

. 12 . cllAIytyX: : ,

l3. There being no further aotion
p . obusiness to come before'

l4. the senate, the senate now stands adjourned until 10:15
15 '' Thursday

, November the jth.
1 '
: l6.

1 l7.

l8. .
I

l9.i 
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' 20.
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